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Snow falls heavy and wind blows hard in Jeju.

So when the blizzards rage, Jeju has spectacular winter scenes different from other land.

Jeju Horse pasture ⓒShin Teuksu
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Janggumok in Mt.Halla ⓒShin Teuksu
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A snowball fight in Witse Oreum ⓒLee Seungcheol
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Life in jeju

Jeju Winter

The Jeju Winter
tied up in
warps and wefts

It is busy with snowy winds. The body of the cherry tree is twisted, knotted, and dullly decayed,
lined on both sides with the Jeonnongno. I can not say that the snowballs that pass through
between them are going to get out of the year.
It was once pink,
It was green,

It was red and yellow,

Written by Kim Seongju (poet)

There are no cherry trees

in Jeonnongno that was bone

No, the cherry trees are in that place.
Mt. Hallasan is covered in snow again this winter, and violent waves rock the Jeju sea. There are
no changes between the past and present Jeju winter backdrop. However, Jeju winter scenery is
remembered differently every year. The scenes of winter become the frame of the new spring.

The fact that winter is remembered differently every year means that Jeju society has undergone
rapid change.

When viewing the seasons as being born, growing and producing results, then leaving behind
the seeds of those results, to then disappear in a repeating cycle, the second half of the 1940s was

the winter that brought liberation and the 4•3 Jeju uprising. The people of Jeju remember that
time as the winter of animals rather than the winter of humans. One of the many memories was

one winter evening when there were many towns with many households performing ancestral
rites.

The winters of the 1950s were times of children flying kites. The children who had come out

of the tunnel of death were flying kites high although they were living in dreadful poverty. Jeju

elders now in their '70s will remember the excitement they felt as children when they snuck
out thread behind the backs of the grownups, mixed finely ground glass powder with glue, and
applied the mixture to string to have kite flying contests.

The first and second halves of the 1960s left behind distinctly different memories. There was

no asphalt in the early 1960s. Cars were also a very rare thing to see. Ohyeondan Hill was steep.
Nul* Neatly piled round bales of straw, horse feed, etc.
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When the snow piled up thick, the kids who had good motor skills would take two planks and

have a great time skiing. The hill near Nammun Rotary was also a place to enjoy winter skiing.

People piling “nul” ⓒKim Gisam
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Jibung Diaries ⓒ Lee Seungcheol
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Outside the 5 dongs of the city, there were "Cholnul*" for the horses which were the driving force

behind agricultural production in Jeju at that time, "Nul for burning", and "Sweet potato nul"

in the gardens of houses. On good-weather days you could see scenes of roof ropes being laid
everywhere. Cabbage for making kimchi was preserved in sea water, and the jellyfish that came
to the west were a winter delicacy.

The winter appearance of Jeju in the late 1960s was strikingly different from the past. Electricity
and water were being supplied all over Jeju, the roads were packed with asphalt, and the rural
production power of horses was replaced with motorized cultivators. The pace of this civilization

has change rapidly in all aspects, including political, economic, social, and cultural, and has
gotten up to speed with the 21st century.

What's the picture of Jeju winter imprinted in my mind? It is hard to pinpoint exactly, but I

think I can somewhat paint a picture based on the emotions felt. I would like to present a
representative example of those emotions from the Jibung Diaries detailing the early winters

of the 1960s. Nowadays, the whole of the middle mountainous area is covered with silver

grass, but until the 1960s, there were many green fields. Because the houses at the time were
thatched, straw was necessary for making the roofs, so straw fields were just as important as
green fields for the horses. Well-grown straw was used to cover the roofs, and the roofs were
fixed with woven ropes before the winter came, while avoiding doing such work on Cheonhwail
(days of wrath of the gods). To make the ropes for the roofs, 2 people as 'Horaengijil', 1 person
as 'Dwichigi', and one person weaving the ropes would have to combine their minds to work in

perfect harmony. And they would have to adjust the vertical and horizontal spacing with the
rope to install the roofs. The people of Jeju prepared for the coming winter by installing roofs
like this and weaving together warps and wefts.

The cyclical season of winter seems to disappear for a split second to bring about birth and

growth but it doesn't go away. In the winter, the cherry trees of Jeonnongno that were once
pink, once green, and once red, stand bare in the fields, but if you think about the cherry trees

of winter as pulling in the spring, they are standing by our side as always blowing warm breath
on our hands.

The winter of Jeju, to me, is reminiscent of the warmth of the people weaving the warps and
wefts together.
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The Life of Jeju People

‘Island of Myths’
New Year
in Jeju

Written by Heo Namchun (Jeju University Professor of
Korean Language and Literature)

Jeju is said to have 18,000 gods. It is comparable to the many gods in Greek mythology. There are

various gods, such as Changseshin (Creator God), Sanyukshin (Child Bearing God), Gokshikshin

(Harvest God), Jeoseung Chasa (Angel of Death), Unmyeongshin (God of Fate), Mujoshin (God

of Shamans), Pungyoshin (God of Abundance), etc. There is said to be a Bonhyangdangshin
(Guardian God) for each town/village. Even just counting the Bonhyangdangshin gods, there are
about 500-600.

In Jeju rituals, the gods are called upon in turn from the Jade Emperor to the higher gods in the
'Chogamse' dance. Because there are so many gods, other gods are called upon with "Choshin

Maji", the crop burning ritual of "Chosanggye", and "Jeosanggye". But there are also many

unnamed gods. These are souls and spirits, warriors, soldiers, and demons, and there are even

gods who are 'Evil(邪)' or 'Mae'. Such nameless gods combined total the 18,000 gods, and that
number means many gods.
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There are gods all around the house.
They protect the family.

Everywhere in the house is

a sacred space occupied by the gods.
The people living there

have special hearts to hold such sacred beliefs.

There are gods all over the house, the history of which is contained in the Book of
Munjeonbonpuri. There were seven sons between Nam Seonbi and Mrs. Yeosan. The father
was in a crisis due to a concubine, and his youngest son 'Nokdisaengi' helped him overcome the

crisis and restore the peace of the household. Nokdisaengi, who protected the family, became
the 'munjeonshin' god of the 'sangbang' (wooden floored room) which was in the very center

of the house, and the sixth-born was the 'dwitmunjeonshin', while the remaining 5 brothers
became the gods of the east, west, south, north, and center of the house. The mother became

the god of the kitchen (jowangshin), the father became the god who controls the gates and
the Olle (Jeongnangshin), and even the concubine became a god - the god og the smelly toilet
(Cheukganshin). The mother god did not like the concubine, and this is why there are still people

who say the farther the kitchen and toilet are, the better. The mother controlled the warmth of
the house as well as the food, and the father took care of all the outside work. The food in the
Waheul Bonhyangdang Singwaseje Ⓒ Jeju Self-governing Province

kitchen ends up in the toilet as excretion, and the excretion was used as fertilizer to grow food,
creating a cycle.

Even until recently people in Jeju performed food-offering rituals known as 'munjeonje' for the
house gods. The premise of the munjeonje rituals were to pray to the gods of the house for the
health and peace of the inhabiting family. This is also known as 'munjeoncheolgari', but this

word is also used to refer to the ritual of placing the five different grains newly harvested from
the 'Chilseongnul' where the Batchilseong god resides and replacing the band covering the top
with a new one.

Therefore, this New Year ritual is for Munjeonshin, Jowangshin, Olleshin, and Chilseongshin. It is

also for Samseunghalmang (the god who oversees the birth and rearing of children) and Galmae
(the god who protects farming equipment).

In most cases, the Munjeongje was performed behind a Menggamje (Menggamkosa), and the
premise of the Menggamje is to pray for abundance for the family from the Saengoepsuhoshin
(God of Livelihood Protection).
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The god called upon for livelihood varied depending on the location the person lived in. In

mountainous regions, there was the Sanshinmenggam; in the middle mountainous agricultural

regions, there was the Jeseokmenggam; in the field farms (especially tangerine farms), there was
the Deureumenggam; and in the seaside fishing regions, there was the Yongwangmenggam.

So, the New Year in Jeju was commenced by people giving offerings to Saengeopsuhoshin (God

of Liveliood Protection) and Gaoksuhoshin (God of Household Protection). The gods lived and ate
together with the families in harmony, and living together was of great importance.

Nowadays, they live scattered in order to live and eat. From junior high school, children go into

"exam hell". This is because high school status and grades influence the rest of the child's life and
determine their future job. 15-year-olds must endure a difficult life that comprises constantly
studying through private tutoring, cram schools, and reading rooms.

I asked some middle school students. What kind of future do you want to achieve by studying

so much? They responded not by saying they wanted secular success or material wealth but "a
harmonious home".

Their parents work until late at night to pay for their children's private tutoring, and the kids

are also studying until late at night to achieve what their parents believe is "success", without so

much as sitting down for one proper meal together each day. Is this a "harmonious home"? The
things we should consider as most precious in our lives we're letting drift right by us.

In Jeju it seems as 'Munjeonje' that opens eyes to the importance of family is being forgotten,
but it isn't. It looks as though the island is leaving behind shaman rites and firmly joining the

wave of the modern day; however, the Lunar New Year and harvest holiday of Chuseok are
keeping small pieces such tradition alive. When performing ancestral rites on Lunar New Year

and Chuseok, the first ritual that's performed is Munjeonje. It has been changing to land style,

but still maintains its tradition of performing 'Munjeonje' as a holiday ritual. Rituals for ancestors

are also performed to bring harmony to the family, so it coincides with 'Munjeonje'. However,
Jeju's traditional 'Munjeonje' is of even more significance. The gods are living all around the

house and are protecting the inhabitants. Because gods are said to be living everywhere in the
house, this makes the house a sacred place. The belief of the people living in such a sacred place

that they are also sacred because they live there is special. It teaches that need to live together
harmoniously in the same space even though they may conflict with each other, and it also
teaches that work inside the house and work outside the house, although separate, need to be in
harmony to keep the family moving forward. The logic of everything being cyclic is learned at
New Year from performing 'Munjeonje'. There are still 18,000 gods living in Jeju.
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Songdang Bonhyangdang Singwasegut Ⓒ Oh Jungseok
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People Met in Jeju

Meet master
craftsmen of
Jeju intangible
cultural assets

Intangible cultural assets are ever-living traditional culture that is kept alive through the medium of
people. Such people are known as intangible cultural heritage artisans and holders. They are people

who carry with them valuable life stories they have accumulated over the years. In the past, such things

were just everyday life so people didn't think much about them. But now, such things are unfamiliar
traditional artistry. So those people can be seen at special traditional cultural events and such places.
Finally, the Jeju Culture and Art Foundation opened the '2017 Jeju Cultural Hanmadang', giving people
the chance to see and experience the lives of the craftsmen. Photographers have recorded the simple
but special lives of the craftsmen who silently kept traditional culture. <Editor’s Note>

Jeju Self-governing Province
Intangible Cultural Asset No. 8
Jeongdongbeollibjang(Master of hat weaver)
Training Assistant

Hong Yeonsuk

“This work is all I know.”
Everything seems to be conferred in the words spat out quick and short like a shy little girl.
She said that since 20 years old, as soon as she starts hat weaving, she doesn't want to leave

the house and just keep doing that all day. Her father brought her up to be a master hat
weaver. Since it started becoming difficult to obtain wild Cocculus about 10 years ago, the
craftsmen have been so passionate about their craft that they grow their own Cocculus to use
for weaving the hats. People listening to master hat weavers quietly explaining their craft find
that the craftsmen are astonishingly passionate about it.
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Writing/Photo by Song Donghyo

Jeju Self-governing Province
Intangible Cultural Asset No. 14
Jeju Island Onggijang
Dogongjang owner

Bu Changnae
Jildaejang owner

Lee Yunok
Guldaejang owner

Kim Jeonggeun

Buldaejang Special Education Teacher

Koh Dalsun
“It’s 4 people combined into 1 as they gather, shape, and bake rock.”
The 'Guldaejang', manages dolgama (stone kilns) in
Jeju, the 'Jildaejang' finds and gathers good rock, the

'Dogongjang' makes it into pottery, and the Buldaejang
bakes the pottery. Each of their roles are equally

important. Because of the need to cooperate to produce

'onggi' (pottery), the Jeju Island Onggijang masters give
an especially friendly and welcoming vibe.

Ashes are first scattered as the spinning wheel starts

to spin. Then, the torch board is placed on top of the
spinning wheel, and 'holyejil' and 'surechakhil' are

carried out. It was like as humans do in their lives as
they lay the foundation, bash themselves, then shape

and solidify. Like the Jeju rock, the Onggijang masters

are coarse, but they don't lose their innocent smiles,

and they quietly do their best to keep their place.		
Writing/Photo by Song Donghyo

Lee Yunok, Koh Dalsun, Bu Changnae, Kim Jeonggeun
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National Intangible Cultural Asset No. 66

Manggeongang (Horsehair Headband Making) owner

Kang Jeonhyang

“Naturally passed down from mother to child.”
We once again got the chance to meet with Kang Jeonhyang who was finely dressed in

traditional Hanbok (Korean dress) and wearing a tightly woven manggeon hat. It had been

three years since we last met. During that time, the master craftsman whose fingertips
were as callused as ever, had probably rarely ever put down horsehair threaded through

the eye of a needle to weave manggeon hats. The craftsman, who looked most peaceful in
his life, took out his treasure-like manggeon and jade jewelery and showed them to us. The
75-year-old craftsman grumbles about his increasingly bleary eyes but smiles as he says

he still has the biggest friend in his life which is 'manggeon'. I cannot tell you how much

passion she has for manggeon which has been passed down from her grandmother, to
her mother, to her, and now to her daughter, or how much time and valiant effort she has
spent on her craft, but through the manggeon grasped in her hand like treasure, her life

has brought the fourth generation of such craftsmanship, so I can imagine the length of
time that has been dedicated.
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Writing/Photo by Yoo Yongye

Jeju Self-governing Province
Intangible Cultural Asset No. 17
Jinsaedae Song owner

Jin Seonhee

“It’s the song of Jeju women weeding fields in
the sunshine.”
We got the chance to learn about the "flower of Jeju folk

song" that well represents the life of Jeju women of the past.

It is called Jinsadae song (slow Sadae song). Jin Seonhee's
hair was brushed finely with a flower pin in it, and she was
wearing a beautiful pink Hanbok. She was standing not on a
stage but in a long vegetable field as the wind blew.

"Sadaemuleong geomjilmaejang - Eong-eo-eo-ya a-eo-- eong-

--- eoheoi--------" The sound of the Jinsadae song clearly

ringing sounded like there were women sitting together as
they weeded between the furrows. 'The work is so hard to

do underneath the hot summer sun, so it's impossible to get

it done without singing.’ The sorrow and hardship of the
lives of the Jeju women being relieved only through the light

breathing of Jinsadae song can be felt.Writing / Photo by Yoo
Yongye
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Jeju Self-governing Province
Intangible Cultural Asset No. 2
Yeonggam Folk Play Special Education Teacher

Oh Chunok

“It’s play that helped the Jeju people
forget the sorrows of life.”
Yeonggam Folk Play of Jeju Island is a game that invokes goblins as gods. It consists
of the tales of the people infused with satire and humor together with the acting,

dancing and singing of the Shimbang*. Yeonggam Folk Play opens with the requests

of the Dangol* who mostly want 'gut' (appeasing of ghosts through singing and

dancing). The gut, which is a process of negotiation between God and man, ripens

through hot eyes and intense dance. It seems that the word "beauty" comes to mind

Shimbang. Jeju dialect meaning ‘Shaman priests”
custom. Village residents seeking a new party in
Jeju Island
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because it is a form that has been made for a long time. I found one more reason at
Good Fortune House in Ohchun-ok. I received a plate of ripe fruits. I passed a piece of
sliced apples and the shy eyes came warm.

Writing/Photo by Kang Geon

National Intangible Cultural Properties No. 4
Freshly worked yacht holder

Jang Sunja

“It was the daily life of old Jeju women.”
Gad is made of mode and gun hats. I met Yang
Tae-jang, a teacher who puts his arms in a

thread and wraps the shade part of God. I have

heard the story of a young man who has buried
bamboo trees in the damyang and buried bans
for the grandmothers of Jeju. I feel a sense of
pride in my long life and my life. I also appreciate

the encounter with the shooting team and

face to face. That's true. Recently, I feel the

unceasingness of the society about intangible
cultural properties, and I express my sad feelings.

Chang Sangja, a yangtaejang teacher who put his
hand of consolation on his chest and blushed his
eyes with that word, remained in his memory for
a long time.

Writing/Photo by Kang Geon
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Jeju Island

Ecology of Jeju

Seasonal news
Winter passengers

Writing by Kim Wanbyeong(Jeju Special Self-governing Folklore &
Natural History Museum, curator)
Photo by Han hangseon(artist)

spoon-bill

Thebirdsseekingfoodwhileswallowingtheirbeakshalfwaythroughthe

water at the Hadori Migratory Bird, Sungsangpo Bay, and other places.
Like the Great Egret, the whole body is white, but the shape of the

beak is clearly distinguished by the bobbins. Both male and female
feathers are white. The beak, the leg, and the part from under the

eye to the beak are black. Spoonbill is a species distributed all over
the world in East Asia. It is designated as a species endangered to the

extent that only 3,300 species are alive and is designated as a Natural
Monument No. 205-1 in Korea.

Korean buzzard

The buzzards are commonly seen in Jeju as winter
migratory birds. It will fly at the end of September

and winter until the following April. The size is about

55cm, and the length of the wing is 135cm. They fly
with sharp claws, sharp eyes, and wide wings and eat

small animals. Usually females are larger than males,
but male and female are hard to distinguish. Feather-

colored variations are severe but usually the lower

part of the body is light brown and the back is dark
brown. They fly in V shape and fly when they hunt.
Sometimes they move in groups.
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Hairy

Hairy hair is a perennial plant belonging to Asteraceae. It

grows near Jejudo, Jeonnam, Gyeongnam, and Ulleungdo.

The hairy flowers bloom in yellow, and the seeds fly in
the wind in dark brown. It grows up to 50cm. The leaf is
kidney-shaped, thick and glossy. Yellow flowers that bloom
in September and November are cultivated in Jeju Island

for ornamental purposes and are common in many parts
of Jeju Island. It is known that the leaf shape is similar to

the warts and edible in the early spring leaf stalk, but it is
toxic and should be noted. In one room, dried leaves and

stalks between summer and fall are used as annual salmon
for cold, sore throat, boil, bruise.
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Falcon

Leaves are wide and glossy. The leaves are split into 7 to 9
strands, usually named because they were split into 8 pieces.
Flowers bloom from November to December in the light of

milk, and bear black berries in April to May of the following

year. It is an evergreen sub-tropical plant distributed in Japan

and Taiwan. It grows in the southern part including Jeju
Island in Korea. It is very popular as a landscape gardener of
the garden because of its excellent ornamental value, and it

can be easily seen in apartment complexes including Shinsan
Park.

Winter strawberry

The red berries were named because they ripened from

autumn to winter. The fruit has a sweet taste so Jeju people

enjoyed it. It is an evergreen vine plant, and the flower is
white and blooms from July to August. Leaves are alternate,

3 to 5 in heart shape, shallowly split. The edge of the leaf

has sharp sawtooth, and the back side has fine hairs. It is a
species distributed in Japan, Taiwan and China. It grows only
in Jeju Island in Korea.
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cormorant

Cormorants are waterbirds with good diving, but they do not
have oil spills. Water birds such as hornbills and mallards

secrete oil from the oil spill, so feathers can dive for long
without getting wet. However, the cormorant must go out to
the surrounding seashore to dry the feather after diving. At

this time, you should choose a place that is easy for you to sit

and fly without being disturbed by people. It usually uses a
rocky shore or a coastal cliff. It is because of the cormorant
excrement that the seaside of Jeju has turned white.
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Special

Thinking of Jeju Tangerine
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Jeju Citrus is a ‘tree of life’ that has been associated with the lives of people in Jeju for a long
time. We look into the history and social life of Jeju Citrus until it is called ‘College Tree’ and
‘National Fruit’ in the tree of suffering that was given as a truth in the past traditional society.

눈 덮인 성산읍 수산리 감귤 밭 ⒸShin Teuksu
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As a picture

Jeju Citrus

Writing by Kang Jonghun (Special Self-Governing Province Agricultural Research Institute)

Jeju citrus has a long history to be recorded in "Goryeo" and "Samguksagi". Since

then, "Chosun Wang Jojilok" and Jeju Jijiji "Tamraji" have recorded the history of
citrus fruit and the establishment of a cherry tree.

The citrus fruit, which was a genuine product, was introduced into the modern
citrus garden with the introduction of various cultivars and cultivation techniques
during the Japanese colonial period. It was in the 1960s that the cultivation of
citrus fruits in Jeju expanded in earnest.

In 1962, the first five-year economic development plan included the plan to create
Jeju citrus production area. In 1965, a 5-year plan for the production of tangerines
was established. In 1968, a special project to increase the income of farming and

fishing villages included the tangerine breeding project, which resulted in the
growth of citrus cultivation in Jeju.

output
Nogi 466,817
House 21,660
Winter 21,660
Chinese
mildew

Yuan Nam 1
------Early-life
potatoes
Early spring

output
Nozie 2,389
House 71,526

Wenzhou citrus

▼
Cultivating the house
▼
Household citrus · Wintertime citrus

Bounty

Hanbalong
Chunhyanghyang
Red incense
El Dorado
A foreboding
Sewing

Bounty
Nocicept

1
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Tangerine production time

In 2016, the cultivated area of citrus was 26,040 hectares (33,0% of the total area of
62,140 hectares), and the production amount was 600 thousand tons. Citrus farm

households account for 31,525 households, accounting for 11.8% of the 266,972

households in Jeju Island and 95.2% of the households with 33,109 households.

Tangerine fertilizer is 911 trillion won, followed by Nogi Tangerang with 491.1
billion won, followed by bananas with 237.8 billion won, followed by winter
tangerang with 106.2 billion won and house tangeran with 76 billion won.

Canada exported 2,633 tons, followed by Canada with 741 tons, Russia with 486
tons, the United States with 412 tons, Singapore with 209 tons and Hong Kong with
166 tons. Exports amounted to 3.26 billion won.

Citrus
Export
Status

Canada
741 ton
Export of citrus fruits in 2016

2,633

tons

Singapore
209 ton Hong Kong
166 ton

Canada
200 ton

tons

Citrus
Cultivation
area

Citrus
output

25,796 ha in 2000
20,491 ha in 2016

563 thousand tons in 2000
600 thousand tons in 2016

United States
413 ton

Russia

1,039 ton

Singapore
22 tons Hong Kong
9 ton

Citrus exports in 2010 amounted to

1,548

Russia

486 ton

2016
Tangerines
Income
Nogi citrus
Wanchuan
Winter seasonal citrus
House Citrus

4,911
2,378
1,062
760

billion won
billion won

Citrus
House
number

36,590 in 2000
31,525 in 2016

billion won
billion won
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Jeju society and
With
“Tangerine Story”

Writing by Hyeon Deokhyeon
(Jeju Special Self-governing Provincial Agricultural Research Institute)

It is no exaggeration to say that the life of citrus and its citizens in Jeju is the same as those
of the present time.

It can be said that citrus fruits are rich in emerging college trees, green products, life
industry, political crops, Japanese residents, and national fruits.

Among these, I will briefly review the contents of the university tree, the gin product, and
the national fruit.

First, the university tree is two trees of citrus trees.
Korea's education is famous worldwide, and the tuition and the economic burden are

significant. When comparing citrus to college trees, it is a name that has a high profitability

enough to prepare college tuition if there are only two citrus trees before and after the 1970s.

At this time, the price of citrus fruits is about 2,400 won per 10kg, and tuition at Seoul
National University is about 14,000 ~ 30,000 won. The amount of citrus trees that

can be grown is 60 ~ 70kg, so you can earn about 28,000 ~ 33,600 won. It was a story.

My hometown is Seogwipo. I wanted to eat citrus fruit too much at home because I raised
citrus trees at home. It is still vivid that I used a fingernail to damage the citrus fruit and I
turned on the longlength because there was no electricity in the orchard to prevent theft.
Second, citrus products are associated with testing.
The cultivation of citrus in Jeju for the citrus fruit was mostly carried out by the
administration of the government, and the amount of poverty was increased year by
year and the tyranny of the local governments was added so that the farmers avoided

cultivation and hid the historical background that they could not develop at that time.
Looking at the records of Korean citrus products, it can be found in the Choson Dynasty as
Tamrasunnyeokdo, Tangerine Bongjin
Jeju Special Self-Governing Province World Heritage Center
Photo material National Museum of Jeju
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a tribute to the central government of the Goryeo Dynasty. It is seen that the number has
expanded to 43 places.

Another interesting historical practice is the introduction of a yellow citrus. In the Joseon

Waegyul
Seoul National University Agricultural Library

Dynasty, it was established as a custom to distribute citrus fruits to Sungkyunkwan
freshwater and to practice the past. (Poetry) to raise the name of the origin can be found. I

think that it is a good result in Jeju people's university entrance examinations and various
examinations that eat a lot of citrus fruits.
Gamja
Seoul National University Agricultural Library

Third, the production of citrus fruits, the national fruit, is the top in the nation.

Citrus fruits, which are easy to access, are citrus fruits. In the Goryeo Dynasty, various

varieties existed in four kinds of tangerine, citrus, orange and yu. The introduction of the
varieties began around 1954, and most of them came in through the Japanese-Japanese
family.

The Jeju Special Self-Governing Agricultural Research Institute, which I work for, has
introduced a variety of varieties such as gold potatoes, sicknesses, and citrus fruits in

1961 and 103 varieties in the 1980s. In the 1990s, they were harvested and harvested, Now,
in Jeju Special Self-Governing Agricutural Institute, National Institute of Horticultural

Science, Tangerine Research Institute, a new breed is created and distributed to
farmers by selection of excellent individuals through mutation and hybridization.

As of the end of December 2016, the number of people producing citrus fruits is the
highest at 600,000 tons, the second at apples at 576,000 tons, and the second at 261,000 tons.

In addition, recent survey by the Korea Rural Economic Institute showed that citrus fruits
were preferred because of their taste and simplicity. The simplicity was second only to
banana, but the taste was similar to competing fruits.

So far, I have listed the links to college trees, green products, and national fruits. In Jeju,

citrus accounted for more than half of total agricultural assistant profits at the end of 2016,
at KRW 911.3 billion, or 51.7% of KRW 1,762.1 billion It can be said that Jeju economy is

moving. In order to win the competition, the farmers should introduce new cultivation
Yugam
Seoul National University Agricultural Library

technology which is suitable for the characteristics of the varieties and sell it as a good
product, and a new taste varieties containing health functionalities are made, I want to be
able to earn
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Artificial intelligence?
Intelligent “Tangerine”!

Writing by Mul Yongcheol
(Jeju Agricultural Rural 6th Industrialization Support Center Researcher)

The 6th industry in agriculture is a hot topic recently. Every

organization, every group, farmhouse It is in the middle of idea about
6th industry. In particular, you make something hard with citrus. At
first, tangerine chocolates come out, making citrus juice, and making

citrus jam. Some people make vinegar with citrus, others make
bread. I was surprised to see that he was making wine right now. I
would like to be able to make so many foods with citrus.

It seems that the role of mother female broadcaster is big when
citrus come to here. One day, I went to Jejudo to do a lot of self-

catering, and I made several kinds of agricultural products, and some

years ago I made something with goat juice. In fact, I think the idea
of foot mandarin is the best I can see. Poplar cultivars were really the

subject of rejection rather than acceptance. Is there something you
have to give up to make good goods? Well, that's not even more than
that. I really want to make an endless transformation of citrus.

The production of citrus this year is expected to be 440,000 tons, 19%

less than last year due to the aeration. This is the lowest since 2003
when the survey was conducted. I heard that the price of citrus will
rise more than last year. Since the prices of citrus fruits have been

falling for many years, farmers have been deeply moved. I hope that
the price of citrus fruits will rise a lot and help farmers.

At one time, many farmers made citrus juice, made jams,
made vinegar, made rice cakes, and some made wine.
Why do you keep making something with a tangerine?
Did the citrus make any mistake?

Tangerine itself is really pretty, sweet, sweet, and cute.
What the hell is going on with citrus?

The 6th industry is a new industry that combines processing
(secondary), experience, and service (tertiary) to create new added

value by utilizing all the tangible and intangible resources (primary)
in rural areas.
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At one time,

many farmers made

For example, in the case of citrus fruits, the primary industry

made jams,

with tertiary industries such as the production of citrus

citrus juice,

made vinegar,

made rice cakes,

and some made wine…

of citrus cultivation is to become a sixth industry combined

juice and citrus vinegar and the secondary industry such as
citrus picking experience farm or juice making experience.

Farmers who only farmed tangerines now make processed foods
such as juice and jam on the farm, invite guests to the farm, and run
an experience farm like citrus picking or jam making.
So what happens?

First of all, I would like to make juice or jam using citrus non-

products. Of course, you will be able to keep it longer so that you can
keep it. If you sell juice or jam, you can get 1,500 won more.

If you invite visitors to the farm, you will have the pleasure

of picking the citrus fruit directly, and the farmers will have
a fixed customer who will be able to do direct transactions

with the customer in the future as well as the experience fee.
how is it? Is not it worth doing?

The 6th chapter of the 6th chapter of the citrus industry is newly

starting. Citrus farms are no longer the production base for citrus
production, and farmers are not workers who only produce citrus
fruits.

The citrus field became citrus plantation, and the

f a r m e r b e c a m e t h e rep re s e n t a t ive o f t h e pla n t a t i o n .
A lot of research on the 6th industry is underway. According to the

results of the study, the income of the farmers who are engaged in
the 6th industry is more than 70% higher than those who do not.

There is a more important reason why our rural area should pursue
the 6th industry.

In some ways, we can say that the problem of the survival of our
rural area is a problem.
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This is the shortage of workers and the aging population due to the

revives, the young people who have left the city will be able to return

According to the National Statistical Office (NSO), the number of

the number of children will increase, and the school will be crowded

decrease in rural population.

farm households has decreased by 27.5% from 1.5 million to 1.9
million in the past 20 years. In the same period, the number of farm
households decreased by 47.0% from 4.85 million to 2.57 million.
In 2026, it is expected to be reduced to 960,000.

The ratio of rural youth is just as important as the population. The

proportion of young farmers in their 20s and 30s, which was 6.6% in
2000, declined to 1.3% in 2015.

If the young people in the rural areas are reduced, labor costs will not
be raised and the labor costs will rise, which will lead to a rise in the
cost of farm households. If the cost of farm management rises, the
debt of the farmer increases, and if the debt of the farmer increases,
the quality of life of the farmer can not help but keep falling.

The 6th industry in rural areas can be a sufficient solution to solve
the complex problems of these rural areas. If the income of the

farmers goes up through the 6th industry and the rural economy

to the farm. As the number of young people in the country grows,

again. With more children, libraries will be built and welfare facilities
will increase. There will be plenty of amusement facilities and
institutes.

Activation of experiential tours of farm households, especially young

people, will attract tourists, and farmers will be able to earn more
additional income from agricultural products directly or through
hostels

If the number of tourists increases, the individual farmers will limit

their acceptance. You will then form a cooperative by village. Then

the village will not compete with the residents, but will help each
other for the common goal, and the rural community will create a
beautiful co-prosperous culture that lives together now.

I would like to pray that the tangerine will change into a new industry
called the 6th industry and re-create the affluent farmland of Jeju.

The 1st Golden Citrus Past Yellow Souvenir Celebration ⓒ Hong Seonggyu
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Where is the
transformation of
citrus
Writing by Hong Seonggyu (freelancer)

Yu Sumin (Seogu Bukkyo 6) Picture <Dialogue of Citizens> (2017 Citrus Flower Scent Competition Competition, Best Picture, Citrus Museum)

There is no end to the transformation of citrus fruit which is representative fruit of Jeju.

With the development of processing products that focus on the various functions of citrus, and
the movement to try to industrialize the 6th, it is becoming more diverse and range.

There are dozens of products processed and marketed at the Jeju Citrus Museum store. Juice,

jam, tea and ice cream based on citrus juice are the main ingredients. Fragrance extracts of

citrus flowers and fragrance such as cosmetics as well as powdered chocolate, candies, and
vitamins are no stranger.

There are citrus chips, sweets, biscuits, pies, and tarts that can be eaten as a snack by drying
citrus fruits. At the same farmhouse, miso, vinegar and even kimchi with citrus are put on the
table.

In addition, the wine is made into alcohol, and wine, shochu, and beer are being released as well

as makgeolli. In recent years, farmers are attempting to diversify into various industries, ranging

from simple manufacturing and processing to the sixth industry, which involves re-pouring,
processing, and selling together.
Citrus tart (top) / citrus candle (bottom)
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Citrus picking ⓒ Jeju Special Self-Governing Province
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Tangerines in memories,
and
stories of people
Writing/Photo by Kim Taehyeong (Jeju daily reporter)

‘Love and citrus (orange) resemble each other.
But it's sweet

It always leaves a little bit of acidity.’

- Argentinian folk -

Citrus fruit, a fruit symbolizing rich nature, has an incredibly diverse variety and history. A billion trees

around the world are grown in the United States, Argentina, Spain, China, Japan and Korea. Given the global
population of 6 billion people, one in six people can produce citrus fruits that can be eaten.

Citrus trees have a lifespan of about 100 years, similar to humans in the age of 100. In modern Europe, citrus
fruits (orange, tangerine, etc.) are used for Christmas gifts or luxurious tree decorations, and citrus (orange)
was literally a symbol of abundance and peace.

In Korea, Jeju citrus was also raised for the weddings and royal residents of the Joseon Dynasty. However,
in order to make a wage-earned product, Jeju people can experience the sad historical background that the
citrus grows away from the livelihood and goes away with the citrus cultivation.

In Jeju, tangerine was pushed out of food production through the 4·3 case of Jeju, which produced innocent

victims 70 years ago, and the 6·25 Korean War. But after the announcement of the government's 5-year plan

to increase tangerines in 1965, He has grown to become a 'Hyoja tree' responsible for livelihood and regional
economic growth.
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Citrus in childhood memories
Prior to elementary school, my mother was one of the 'working Jeju women' who cultivated five cousins and

five cousins who cultivated tangerine fields in Wolpyeong-dong and Yonggang-dong, Jeju City. It was almost

like a day. After breakfast in the morning, I went to the citrus field and worked back in the evening. I finished
dinner at home again. I can say that it is a 'working mam', so it seems that I gave it to my child as a child
when I consider the environment which is not so comparable with all living conditions. I am still in a corner.

When the tangerine harvest season was over, the mother gave her children the motive power (?), And the

yellow mandarin orange, which was open from late autumn to winter, was always beautiful. However, when
I moved a container containing citrus fruits to a warehouse, I was exhausted to find myself exhausted.

A scene in memories that can not be forgotten in the tangerine field by helping her mother until college is

'the face of the mother smiling brightly with citrus.' Perhaps it was the truth of life that I realized when I saw
my mother working in a tangerine field that the values of 'working women are beautiful', 'jealousy of Jeju

women, and worthy of sacred labor'. Of course, this idea is not only my own, but also the kind of community
feeling and sense of solidarity felt by many parents and children who have been in the citrus field during this
time.

Who has all those tangerines?
Since the early 1980s, the majority of the citrus fruits were family agriculture, and there were few friends who
needed to go to the citrus field, so there was little time for them to play together on the weekend. My own and

my friends' dislike of working in the citrus field was because it was hard work until a series of processes such
as pesticide application, fertilizer application, citrus harvesting and shipment were mechanized.

Until the late 1980s, there was a lot of community work in the citrus field, where relatives like uncles, aunt,
and cousin brothers were working together or working together like a pimp to neighboring farmhouses.

Since the 1990s, as the rural manpower has aged, the burden of rising labor costs has increased due to the

worsening manpower, and the spread of the 'sprinkler' facility, a multipurpose unmanned control system, has
spread to evangelism. At the same time, the monorail installation project was promoted in the slope cement
plant, but the operation of the electric scissors support for the electric appliances of the Jeon Jeong Jeong was
not responded to due to insufficient operation or breakdown.
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The first foreign seasonal worker Guen Ban Il in Vietnam

However, the labor shortage is still recurring in Nogi citrus harvest season. Edible citrus harvesting is a must
for everybody, and requires some skill.

From this year, the 'National Recovery Unit' is being recruited for the first time, and the season of foreign
citrus workers has been changed due to the introduction of foreign seasonal workers.

The National Recovery Team recruits 10,000 citrus harvesting personnel nationwide and puts them in

farmhouses. They are entitled to airfare, accommodation, and accident insurance premiums. Foreign
seasonal workers have supported 24 farmers in 13 farm households by helping farmers first introduced in
Jeju City.

NGUYEN VAN NIL, a Vietnamese in his thirties, who was introduced as the first foreign seasonal worker in

the province, expressed satisfaction that "Citrus harvesting seems to be more difficult than hometown rice
farming."
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“The world’s only”
citrus theme museum
“Over 100 varieties world citrus exhibition
Various experience programs popular”

Special tangerang cafe ‘Ggum Nada’ opened.
Writing by Editorial department
Photo by Citrus Museum

What is the citrus museum?
The citrus museum located in Shinhyo-dong, Seogwipo City is the
only citrus-themed museum on the planet. Often you’ve heard of

Wenzhou citrus. It is the citrus which came from the province of
Wenzhou of China. I also grow citrus in Japan. However, there are

no citrus museums in Japan or China. Jeju residents feel that they
are proud of the citrus museum, and it is a big burden for me to
oversee the operation.

Seogwipo is the only citadel theme museum in the world.

The reason why the museum is located in Seogwipo is because
it is home to Jeju Citrus. I heard about the museum from the

manager of the Citrus Museum in Hong Kong, which is having a
hot topic with citrus this season.

Could you please introduce the detail business of the citrus
museum?

In fact, the function of the museum is largely composed of exhibition, education, experience, and publicity.

In the case of exhibitions and education, we have a world-re-

nowned citrus exhibition hall featuring more than 100 kinds of
world citrus fruits. The indoor exhibition hall provides detailed

information on the history and varieties of citrus fruits, and on
the second floor is a collection of traditional farmhouses and farm
equipment from Jeju.

There is also a variety of varieties of citrus planted on the trails
around the citrus museum, and a walla lap is located behind the
museum.

There are so many different things about the experience that I

will give you a title. Making citrus fruit cookies, making citrus
muffins, making citrus fruit juice, and citrus essential oil footbath

are all year round. Citrus picking experience is also available in
winter.

Publicity is linked to the Internet portal company, and the celebrity is used as a publicity model, and the coupon is sold on the
Internet by bundling experience and admission ticket.
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Citrus House in the Citrus Museum
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I heard that the tangerist cafe “Ggum Nada” recently opened.
Could you introduce me?

The Tangerine Museum opened in 2005. But the awareness is not

very high. There are a number of reasons, but nothing special. At

the Tangerine Museum, a café with a theme of tangerine, which
is a pride of Jeju, was created.

Various menus of tangerine specialty “Ggum Nada”

What makes a cafe name unique?
The name of the cafe is “Ggum Nada”. ‘Dream’ means ‘spit’ when
you speak to ‘spit’ in Jeju. The standard language has a dual mean-

ing of ‘where dreams come from.’ The name was chosen by 380
Seogwipo City officials to participate in the public offering.

I was told that I was very concerned about menu development.
Please introduce an exotic menu.

The Citrus Museum has benchmarked over 50 cafes in Seoul and
Jeju over the past six months. In addition, we received expert consultation on cafe operation and discussed with the Jeju Oriental

Medicine Research Institute several times since July to develop
menu. We decided to sell beverages and desserts that are special
to citrus fruits such as oriental jellyfish, dengame tea, goat jelly,
dream noodle muffins.

The citrus museum is running the dream cider “Ggum Nada”. Are
there any more specialized cafés operated by local governments?

Although there are several cafes run by Jeju Island, it does not
have a theme as a convenience facility. There are many cafes and
book cafes in other local governments, but most of them are enThe tangerine-specialized cafe “dreams”
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trusted to the private sector.

The cafe "Ggum Nada" of the citrus museum will continue to

operate directly for quality control, service and kindness. There
is a cafe for the museum.

If so, please explain why you should visit the tangerine specialty
café “Ggum Nada”.

First of all, the citrus museum cafe “Ggum Nada” is an excellent

sight in itself. The citrus museum is installed on the outdoors at
the top, and the two sides are made of whole glass, so you can see

the sea and the ascension to the east of Seogwipo. Outdoor terrac-

es are also spacious with a size of 90 square meters and 30 square
meters.

Finally, a variety of menus and low prices that can only be

enjoyed at the Citrus Museum will appeal to visitors and will be
a relaxing place for local residents.

Please let me know if you have any last word.
The Tangerine Museum offers citrus cookie muffins, citrus foot-

Citrus picking experience (above), foot bath experience (below)

baths, citrus picking, and cafes, as well as food shelters to promote visitors’ citrus and pass on memories.

Please visit the Citrus Museum which is alive and come with your
children. The Citrus Museum is alive

We send interest, support and expectation to ceaseless transfor-

mation of citrus museum and unusual citrus theme cafe “Ggum
Nada”.

Experience making citrus cookie muffins
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Citrus travel
in winter

Writing/Photo by Kim Taehyeong (Jeju daily reporter)

Mt. Halla and citrus ⓒ Lee Seungcheol
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The warm island Jeju is white and yellow in color. If the top of Mt. Halla, where the

first snow falls, symbolizes white color, the citrus fruit that is ripe and tampered with

the color is more vivid than the orange color, and the yellowish orange color is blurred
in Jeju.

This is why the picturesque scenery of Jeju Island is beautiful, with pictures of

white Halla mountains and yellow citrus in one cut. However, unfortunately, the
development of the middle of the mountain, and various developments, such as Jeju

Island can now see the marshlands and the marshlands of Jeju Island is now hidden in
the trail. It is also a sad reality that makes one corner of the heart empty.

However, as the winter of Jeju becomes deeper and deeper, it becomes more beautiful,
charming, and mysterious. The 'Citrus Tour', which can feel the special winter of Jeju,

is always interesting and the five senses give satisfactory fun and new discovery. Let's
go into that charm.

I walk and feel the winter version
The color of Jeju which changes every season is new every now and then. Winter is

especially true. A yellow citrus field spreading everywhere on its feet, a black basalt

stone wall piled up to prevent orchards from entering, a white sky spreading over
Mt. Halla, transparent sunshine to feel the warmth of warmth, The gray winds, etc.,
change according to time and place, creating the landscape of watercolor in Jeju.

If you want to walk in a citrus field with a lot of winters in winter, there are 'Jeju Olle
5 course (Namwon ~ Daesok)' and 'Jeju Olle 6 course In the middle of the course, you

can meet Namwon, Hyodon and Ha-hyo village, which are the most sunny regions in

Jeju and also famous for their delicious tangerines. If you walk through the quiet roads
surrounding these villages, you can enjoy the true value of a different winter version of
'Tangerine Forest Autumn'.

This color cafe where you can enjoy a scent and taste with citrus or relax with a
leisurely day is also hiding everywhere in the shelter where you can stay for a day.
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It looks like a rustic tangerine warehouse, but it has a simple atmosphere with a rustic
interior, a café where you can meet liquor made from citrus, citrus, citron, etc., a

natural salt color experiment room with citrus, And a residence in a country house.
The information about the tangerine theme travel can be obtained advantageously
through the 'Citrus theme house & cafe story' planned by Jeju Tourism Organization.

Make 'seasonal vitamins'
If you choose seasonal fruits in winter, citrus is the best. It is not an exaggeration to

say that it is still a valid winter night scenery for a scene in a drama where a mercury
that has fallen off and a night that is longer than the day

The geographical and climatic influence of 'warm southern country' is significant in
the background that the noji citrus is only produced in Jeju. So when you come to Jeju

in winter, you can meet delicious 'seasonal vitamins'. It is good to eat in the mountains,
but it is fun to pick it up, and the taste to eat can be a gift that Mother Nature that
shines in UNESCO world heritage is handed.

So, one of the white rice of Jeju tangerine travel which leaves in winter is 'Citrus theme
experience'. What is more, the experience of the tangerine picking is the most popular

and loving, and the so-called 'fusion and hybrid experience', which is made by directly

making citrus fruits with tarts or tea, is attracting attention as a popular premonition

program. Citrus picking experience, which can feel the charm of fresh citrus fruits,
is attracting attention because it is a community program in which family, lovers,
friends, and colleagues are all relatively easy to come together.

There are more farmers in the mountain area who are carrying out the citrus

experience program in Jeju city as well as in Seogwipo area, which is the main citrus
area. Most of them are operated by picking the mandarin within the designated area
and range.

The Seogwipo Tangerine Museum, which is well known to tourists, is conducting
'Jeju Tangerang Food Experience' program from late October to January next year. In

addition to experiencing the most popular citrus picking experience, the company has
diversified its programs by creating citrus footbaths and citrus cookies and muffins.

A citrus museum official said, "Citrus picking is carried out with nearby farmers
to increase satisfaction with experience tourists and residents." Citrus footbath
experience, cookie and muffin making programs are also boosted by prior reservation
methods. Citrus themed experience programs run by a representative citrus juicer
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Citrus picking experience

village HaHyo Village are also colorful and interesting. It is attracting popularity among
young people such as a tangerine and a scoop of a citrus fruit picking citrus fruit in
300 pyeong scale in the Hahyo village herb center opened in November this year.

Kim Hye-hyeong, a member of the women's association, said, "The villagers have a
farming association and the women and daughters members permanently run the

program to foster the 6th industry of citrus fruits, and the number of young people
and the elderly is increasing."
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Close view of the village

The story of Mureung 1 -ri

People who plant garlic ⓒ Shin Byeongmun
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6 town centers Beyond
the memory of the chorus
A guardian deity tower
Mureung 1-ri

Writing by Jin Seonhee (Jeju daily reporter)

The wind blew. The body was shaking as I dug into my arms. Sometimes locals

drove the cold air and opened the door of the town hall. After asking a few words of

greetings, conversations were held to share the information necessary for farming.
This farm and harvest farmer seemed to be busy doing farm work or village work.
"Our town does not have a lot of pride ... " Kang Seongsuk laughed at the interface.

Seogwipo City Daejeon - eup Mureung 1 -ri. It is called 'Mureung' when it is

called 'Mureungdo-won'. The water is clean and the soil is good, Mureung 1 -ri

is responsible for 30% of the garlic production in Daejeong-eup. Those who ate
mureung 1 garlic say that they are looking for good taste.

"As you can see from the place name, it is a beautiful village symbolizing the ideal
of Mureungdo-do, which is found in old China Test. There are many ruins and relics

such as Murenyeong Temple, It was a phrase introduced in the town information
that I found through.

As the name of the village seems to turn to the ideal without you, but Mureung 1
li is one of the areas suffering from aging. As the population shrank, the schools

scattered in 6 villages (Daejeong 6th), including Shinto 1 ~ 3 -ri, Mureung 1 ~ 2 -ri,
Yongrak -ri, were closed. In 1994, Mureung-ri 2-mureung-dong branch was merged

into Mureung-chu, followed by Youngak-cho and Shindo-cho. These schools were
bound to Mureungcho, but they did not last long. With the decrease of the number
of students in elementary and junior high schools in the 6th Gyeonggi area,

There are 660 people in Mureung County. Here, the '50s are' youth '. Due to the lack

of young people, the age of young people has increased to 55 years old. It was once
a village where the cries of children never ceased. During the Japanese colonial

period, the population was divided into Mureung 1 and Mule 2, and since 1952, the
separation has been confirmed.

This village leads to the central village of the six provinces. Now it is difficult to
guess the old days of the Nonghyup Mureung branch, but from the late 90s to the

early 2000s, the Mureung branch of Daejeong-eup, the police box, and the post
office were in Mureung 1-ri.

The Muren-jangsa is a place where the villages bear witness to their glory days. It
was built in 1932, during the Japanese colonial period. After liberation, it was used
as the Mureung branch office of Daejeong-eup and the Mureung branch office

of the Mosulpo post office. The present Muren-yaki is a newly built space built
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Mureung 1 Lee Radiation Tower ⓒ Lee Seung-cheol
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around February 1990 when the old building is worn out. Mureung 1-ri, Pari-dang,
etc. Recently, however, it has remained empty and the residents are bigger. To use

the space as a venue or venue to advertise the town, it is necessary to have a lot of
handball fields and a budget that is not that small.

The residents of Mureung Iri seemed to feel alienated because they fell out of the

village of Mureungdo Wolle Area where the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
supported the comprehensive development project of rural villages, and Jeju Olle

Road was too short. Nevertheless, it seemed to have nothing to do with the energy

of the radiation tower, which was able to bring out the history of the village without
a large riding without a big plain area. In Mureung Iri, four radiation towers stand
like guardians.

Kim Gun-sun, the elderly chairman who guided the "Mt. Anon" with Mureung-ri

Tower, designated as a cultural property of Jeju Island, said, "I built it to block the
way that the nemesis and the loaf come in." "In the tower, "He said

Mureung 1 Lee is a village where 'treasures' still remain. It is hard to find a common
café or taste house, but it is a more rustic village. We may find a new 'Mureungdowon' if we have the human resources to keep the fertility and to make the resources

Muren Hwangsa ⓒ Lee Seung-cheol

of the village steadily.

Chuja-myeon

Clear water, clear soil Village
where healthy people live
Hallim-eup

Mureung 1-ri

No. of
households

Population

Male

Garlic

Daejeong-eup

Andeok-myeon

Seogwipo

Bangs-tab Pagoda
in Mureung-ri

343 Person

Mureung-hyangsa

317 Person

Reliable,
quality tangerines grown
in Mureung-ri

30% of garlic production
in Daejeong-eup

Cultivated
crops

Gujwa-eup

Udo-myeon

Seongsan-eup
Pyoseon-myeon

341 Household

Female

Local specialties
in Mureung-ri

Jeju

Hangyeong-myeon

Mureung 1-ri

People living in
Mureung-ri

Aewol-eup

Jocheon-eup

Namwon-eup

Established in 1932
during the Japanese
occupation

Broccolis
Yellow kiwis
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“We will expand Sajang Field cultural events,
and make a copy village in another town.”
Lee Yeonglim,

Chairman of the Sajang Field Cultural Events Promotion Committee
Word and photo by Jin Seon-hui (Halla-ilbo reporter)
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I was mistaken because of his Gyeongsang dialect. Initially, I thought he was one of the “migrants” who moved to Jeju to get a

new lease of life. It turned out that Mureung 1-ri was his hometown. This is Lee Yeong-lim, who had returned to his hometown
following his retirement, about 40 years after he had left his home. Here is the story behind why he ended up using the “mainland”
dialect.

“I joined the military in 1969, and back then people would still look down on you because you were from Jeju. People would tease

you and call you ‘pig dung of Jeju Island.’ Even after I was discharged from the military, Jeju folks would get treated poorly. At work,
my colleagues jokingly called me ‘a kite breeding from a hawk’ and would go out to lunch without me. So I had to work hard to
learn the Busan dialect. It is not easy now for me to use my hometown dialect again.”

His story is quite unimaginable at a time like this, when people are eager to move to Jeju in droves. He recounted experiences from
his past rather nonchalantly, but being treated unfairly just because he was from ‘Jeju’ must have been very painful.

He was born in Sajang-dong (Sajang Field) close to the Mureung 1-ri beach. The town was named because it used to be an archery
training site (whose Chinese characters (射場) are pronounced sajang in Korean) built to defend against invading enemies. To return

to Sajang Field, he had to persuade his wife, who was born in Seoul, for a long time. He managed to bring her around to the idea of
moving to Jeju, which they did six years ago.

When he finally returned to his hometown, the whole landscape was a far cry from the home he had remembered since childhood.

Back then, the ‘top shell’ and the mulggureok were frequently caught, but the ocean’s resources were now completely exhausted.

After he built a home on Sajang Field, he was asked by someone in the village, “Why did you come back to a town that will be gone

in 10 years; only seniors are living here now.” Those words caused him a great deal of pain. It was a difficult decision for him to
move back here, but life in his hometown, where 15 households now live, including the migrants, did not look very hopeful.

He then set out to rebuild the whole Sajang Field by, for instance, demanding the administrative office to install security lights
along the street leading into the village, which became completely dark at night. He also increased the number of town meetings to
bring the villagers together.

On October 21, he set up the “Sajang-dong Seolcheon Memorial Stone” after collecting funds in the name of the entire village of
Mureung 1-ri, Sajang-dong. On the same day, the townsfolk enjoyed archery and horseback riding around the Sajang field, just as
their ancestors had done. He prepared 150 souvenir gifts and 130 people came by. For the first event of its kind, it was not that bad.

On November 25, the city of Jeju launched the Sajang Field Cultural Events Promotion Committee. 30 people attended as executive

members, including the middle-aged male villagers and the members of Jeju city and town councils, and Lee was elected
chairperson of the committee

“In 1957, the young people of Sajang Field formed a literary club and ran it for a long time. It was a night school that taught

elementary school students during prep and review sessions. I still vividly remember that we would light a gas lamp to learn
multiplication tables.”

His peer members of the literary club once won the “Progressive Award” and staged plays. In the literary club, the seniors would

dedicate their time and talent to educating their juniors. It was truly a breeding ground for the talent of Sajang Field and a proud
symbol of the town. The “Sajang-dong Seolcheon Memorial Stone” has an engraving that clearly shows the details of the literary club.

“The other day, I sowed rapeseed after borrowing a piece of field in front of my place. I hope many tourists visit the Sajang Field in
the season when flowers blossom. Though I have still taken only baby steps, I will continue to work hard so that the Sajang Field
can lead other villages by example.”
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The Story of Kim Nyeongni

Gimnyeong-ri Town ⓒShin Byeongmoon
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Abundant town where people love to help
one another and put the good of the town first
“A town needs to be an active community to thrive!”
Gimnyeong-ri
Words by Koh Mi
(reporting for the Jemin-ilbo Daily)

The French philosopher and author Pierre Sansot once said: “Whereas idleness is a state in which

you do nothing but leave everything unattended, slowness is our ‘willful choice’ to slow down to
feel every moment of life.” ‘Gimnyeong’ would be the top choice if we apply this philosophy to any
Jeju village.

Family Community Bound by the Pig Ritual
It has been said that Gimnyeong originated at least 2,000 years ago as a village called “Wanggue,”
referring to a cave dwelling, or as a village called “Saksitgol” 2 kilometers south of Namheul-dong.

Like any other town, Gimnyeong also has a history of ups and downs: In 1914, the Japanese divided
the area up into Dong (East) Gimnyeong-ri and Seo (West) Gimnyeong-ri during the unification of

administrative units, causing a conflict among the residents. Despite the separation for 126 years,
the town managed to maintain a single community and avoid further conflict by having a unified

school or cemetery or by forming a unified development commmitte for a variety of town projects.

By holding a public referendum on July 11, 1999, the East and West decided to become reunified.
Since January 1, 2000, the town has been a unified ‘Gimnyeong-ri” without the East-West divide.

Gimnyeong is the largest village in Gujwa-eup, with its name meaning a “rich and peaceful town.”
By “rich,” it does not just refer to material wealth, but to the townsfolk’s ability to put their town
first and help one another.

The origin of the name can be found in ‘Guenegi-gul.’ The cave is different in character from

many other cave sites in the province. This cave was used as a religious site where the gods were
worshipped, rather than a simple dwelling. A survey by experts found that at this historical site,

people used to live circa AD 1. This is the place where the Pig Rite originated, which is now the
town’s most important cultural festival.

An interpretation of the history of the worshipped gods reveals that the god called “Guenegithanjib”
enshrined in this cave is said to have been the sixth son of Socheonguk and Baekjutto, gods

worshipped in Songdang-ri, whose courage had led him to marry the youngest daughter of the
Dragon King. Later, he won the war in Gangnamcheonjaguk and returned home. His longing for

his hometown and his appetite motivated him to order the townsfolk of Gimnyeong to offer a cow
or a black pig once every few years. The townsfolk offered pigs instead of cows because cows were

rare on the island, so the ritual became the current Pig Ritual. What is important here is that the
pigs thus offered were cut up and eaten by the entire village. The tradition of sharing a pig among
the entire town in those tough times has naturally bound the people together like a family.
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Gimnyeong Town Wall Painting (left)

Guenegi Cave and Gueneni Shrine (right)

<Anchovy Catching Song> Han Song-bok (bottom)

This anchovy net system was operated in three locations as part of a collaborative project. The
Seongsegi Beach built by the evergreen association (Sangnokhoe) of 20 young villagers reflects the
town’s tradition.

A Wind of Change Blows in Town
It is hard to find the warmth of the old village in the present town of Gimgyeong. The expanded

pavements shortened the distance between the town and the city of Jeju and brought the town’s
natural and cultural resources into prominent as its advantages.

29 wall paintings, which are gold craft artifiacts, have good reason to stay in Gimnyeong. These
gold crafts, which depict living in a seashore village, age along with the town.

Though a town with the largest haenyeo (female diver) population in Jeju is Hado-ri, Gujwa-eup,
Gimyeong boasts equally strong connections to the haenyeo culture. Gimnyeong is the origin of the
song “Anchovy Catching Song,” provincially-designated intangible cultural heritage No. 10.

The song “Anchovy Catching Song” itself is another name for the town’s community culture. The

town has long held traditional standards for not just setting a net to catch anchovies but also actual
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fishing. The younger fishermen used a small sailing boat called “datbae.” Only those with enough
experience were assigned to the fishing boat (mangseon).

The tradition of the Jamsu-gut (ritual performed by shamans) also remains intact in the province of
Jeju. It is indeed rare to find a town or village blessed with so-called folk knowledge, or “indigenous
knowledge,” which is unique to a certain society or culture.

It is also rare to live along with natural resources you only see in books, such as the Manjang-gul,
Korea’s natural treasure No. 98 and the world’s longest limestone cave system spanning 13,422m,

the Gimnyeongsa-gul, the origin of the legend of the magistrate Seoryeon and the snake, the Bille

zone with a gentle slope formed by volcanic eruptions 200,000 years ago, and the seaside tumuli (lava
Gimnyeongdodaebul (lighthouse)

blisters).

The old saying, “When you stop in your tracks and look back, the road already taken appears more

beautiful,” can be understood as a feeling of being bound by something the moment you get ready
to return home.

Wind turbines, which look like white pinwheels, are rattling to start up. People should hear and

listen to the voice of the townsfolk that the peace and quite they have right now should be kept
intact, if they could not go back to the old days.

Chuja-myeon

the largest village in Gujwa-eup,
with its name meaning a “rich and peaceful town.”

Gimnyeong-ri

Hallim-eup

No. of
households

Population

Jeju

Male

Andeok-myeon

Gimnyeong-ri

Gujwa-eup

Udo-myeon

Seongsan-eup
Pyoseon-myeon

Hangyeong-myeon
Daejeong-eup

People living in
Gimnyeong-ri

Aewol-eup

Jocheon-eup

Seogwipo

1,243 Household

Intangible cultural heritage

1,416 Person

Town with a large
haenyeo population

Namwon-eup

Anchovy Catching Song

104Person

1,407 Person

Female

Tourist Attractions
Experience

Gimnyeong Maze Park / Deonggae Beach Badang Bille /
Cheonggulmul (spring completely submerged at the end of

Jeju Olle Trails Course No. 19: from Manse Hill, Jocheon (Jocheon Gimnyeong Olle), to Seopo-gu, Gimnyeong

the Gimnyeong town but only emerges into view at low die)

Jeju Olle Trails Course No. 20: from Seopo-gu, Gimnyeong (Gimnyeong Hado Olle), to Jeju Haenyeo Museum.

Gimnyeongsagul /

Bicycle Adventure from the Port of Seongsan to the Gimnyeong Beach.

Manjanggul Wall Painting Village (take a look at the 29 wall paintings)
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“A town needs to be
an active community to thrive!”
Lim Shichan

Former Chief of Gimnyeong-ri
Word & photograph by Koh Mi (reporting for Jemin Ilbo)
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“Whatever I know about this town, everyone in Gimnyeong knows. Nothing so special.”

Except three years of military service, Lim Shichan (69), former chief of Gimnyeong-ri, has lived here his whole

life and never left. Every word he speaks about the town is filled with affection. Even some harsh words he says
sound sweet and feel like he is still in love with the town.

His entire life is like a slice of the history of Gimnyeong. His mother, sister, and wife are all haenyeo (female

divers from Haenyeo Village), and he served as director and auditor at Nonghyup (federation of agricultural
cooperatives) and at Suhyup (federation of fisheries cooperatives) (half agriculture, half fishery).

Another special place of his is Jeongui Post Office in Gimnyeong (established in 1912), the second post office ever
opened in Jeju. Incidentally, he worked in the postal service. He also served as chief of his village and handled

village affairs. Furthermore, he entered a Tamna Cultural Festival competition with a folk music performance he
directed and won a huge prize. The whole life of a single village senior is akin to a historical museum

He singled out the introduction of the rubber suit as a watershed moment that changed the atmosphere in

the town. He is not a diver himself, but his memories of the haenyeo date back at least half a century. He
remembers how their hands were rough ahd their knees were so frozen they became blue.

He was delighted when the Culture of Jeju Haenyeo was added to the UNESCO List of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity, but he also pointed out that a more practical approach to preservation was needed.

He suddenly asked me to guess what type of cargo he had most frequently carried at the Port of Gimnyeong. I
hesitated a bit before answering, when he offered, “early maturing onions.”

He went on to talk about Han Gye-chu who, while attending an agricultural school during the Japanese

occupation, supposedly took a few early maturing onion seeds given to him during class, hid them in his pocket

and planted them on one of the town’s fields. Back then, the village was impoverished and lacked fertile soil
for farming, so only very few people had land larger than 2,640㎡. So it was a truly marvelous job to carry the

seeds to this poor village, let them grow, and carry the crops all the way to Incheon. There is an endless series of
stories about strong, young men from the village carrying the onions to big cities to sell them.

The village has maintained its unity largely because it ran one unified elementary school and one unified middle
school, but there is still a lot to be desired.

He also advised that, while it is a good thing to have more people over, keeping a bit of distance is also
necessary.

“This town has become so famous; it has a beach, wall paintings, the Olle trails, but it is still a place for people
to live in…”

He was also concerned about the town’s atmosphere where individualism is taking precedence over community.
He also shared his desire to “create cultural tourist merchandise based on the theme of the ‘Anchovy Catching

Song.’” It is part of the town’s tradition of cherishing community culture. Strong, young men form teams to
carry anchovies, cast a net, and shake the net out. “When I speak of how we used to live in the past, people

would find me old-fashioned. But the essence of community culture is to do something together and naturally
develop a sense of community.” It sounds convincing.

After recounting memories of his past like a well that never dries up, he abruptly said his last wishes. “Whatever
I say now will be soon forgotten. I have to put that in writing.” That is why after years of experience, he became
an essayist last year. “I want to write about how we used to live and how we should live. I have thought of what

to write about and how to write it, but it is still difficult. But I want to put it in writing given the opportunity.
Somebody should read and remember all this.” He sounded confident and energetic.
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Warm and prepared with crops
for emergency relief

Winter
Dishes
In Jeju, people have always suffered a lack of food

and had difficulty getting by during the winter
months.

However, despite the hardships, mothers in Jeju

would work miracles by searching the fields and
oceans for food ingredients in the winter and
preparing foods for their families.

Among those ingredients were buckwheat, millet,
beans, sweet potatoes, and pumpkin, which were
usually used for emergency relief.
Word & photo by Yang Yong-jin
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Gamjeo-beombeok (mix)

Buckwheat and millet harvested in early winter, when the wind

pumpkin beombok was the easiest to make so they were eaten as

town, but they were occasionally used to make main dishes as well.

Winter is a season for making the most important sauce in Jeju,

gets cold, were used chiefly to replace barley, the main staple of the

In particular, ‘heurinjo (glutinous millet),’ together with the gamjeo
(sweet potatoes), would be placed in the center of the table. For

every meal, a handful of these grains were set aside and later used
to make omejisul (traditional alcohol beverage in Jeju) on a table set

for ancestral rites. In the middle of winter, “gamjeojobap (millet rice

mixed with sweet potatoes)” would be preferred by children to barley
rice because of the sweetness of the sweet potatoes in it. Since sweet

potatoes grown in Jeju are rich in water and sugar, they balanced out
the bitter flavors of millet grains.

Sweet potatoes rich in sugar were also mixed with buckwheat flour
to make a snack or meal replacement called “gamjeobeombeok.”
“Beombeok” literally means a mix of two or more ingredients.

The Jeju people would mix up relatively common ingredients with

buckwheat or barley flour to increase portions. The most commonly

used were varieties of sea plants like mureut, neopae, and gasiri,
and other kinds of mixes like “gingyi beombeok” and “neunjaengyi

beombeok” were emergency relief foods for the Jeju people in times
of war or famine. Of the emergency foods, gamjeobeombeok or
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snacks.

doenjang. On the Lunar New Year’s eve, Jeju folks soak the beans,
harvested in November, in water and steam them in a cauldron to

make meju. Neighbors gather to work together during this process. In
one corner of the backyard, they use another cauldron to make soup
with the beans – which is called “kongguk (soybean soup).”

Elsewhere in Korea, people immediately think of summer when they

say they want to have soybean soup. The popular notion of soybean

soup is a soup made by steaming soybeans and extracting puree
from them. Together with soybean broth made during a tofu making
process, the soybean puree is used to make kongguksu (chilled soy
milk noodle soup) or put agar in it.

On the other hand, in Jeju cuisine, kongguk or soybean soup is a
perfect dish to eat in the middle of winter. When it is time to make

meju, kongguk is served to whet your appetite with its lumpy texture.

As we have already discussed, kongguk or soybean soup as cooked in
other regions is a sort of soy milk or rich broth. In Jeju, kongguk or

soybean soup is made by boiling soybean powder in water and then

dumping cabbage leaves or sliced raddish in the soup. It is truly a

unique kind of kongguk that you can have only in Jeju.

hairtail and pumpkin are a perfect pairing. The soup tastes so good

grains)” and “radish” taste great, and so is bingtteok (Jeju-style

porridge, eaten instead of red bean porridge on winter solstice, also

Aside from that, winter is the season when “haetmemil (buckwheat

buckwheat pancakes) normally served on the table set for ancestral
rites or during holidays. During this season, pheasants fly to the

seashore from Halla-san Mountain. That is why “kkwong-momeol-

kalguksu (knife-cut, handmade noodle soup with pheasant meat) is

and delicate that you would not believe it is made with fish. Pumpkin

offers the sweetest flavor of all porridges. Beombeok dishes made
with pumpkin and pumpkin tangshi are also great winter receipes
using pumpkin.

another perfect dish for winter, which is made by catching a pheasant

When you take a look at Jeju cuisine, there are not many preserved

Any food made with pumpkin also makes a great winter dish. As

that they can consume fresh ingredients immediately. They have

with a trap and boiling pheasant meat.

pumpkins grow in a vegetable garden throughout summer, their
vines stretch out and climb a stone wall where flowers come out on
the vines and the fruit grows to the size of an adult’s head. The fruit

soon turns yellow and ripens fully. Then, the pumpkin fruits can be
harvested and stored in a kitchen cupboard or warehouse to protect

them from harm. After a certain period of time, white 분 grows on the
outside – this is when the pumpkin tastes the best and can be made
into several different dishes. Together with the delicious, fleshy part

of hairtail, make a pumpkin soup in early winter. With savory flavors,

foods. This is because the Jeju people have used simple recipes so
made a point of eating seasonally and serving strictly seasonal dishes.

It demonstrates a lifestyle and culture unique to the Jeju people who

have lived in harmony with nature. On barren lands in the harsh cold,

where all crops stop growing and become frozen, the Jeju people have
cleverly conceived unique receipes to serve dishes. Their wisdom

should teach us a lesson in a contemporary society where people only
seek convenience by sacrificing nature. The Jeju people show us how
to live a healthy and peaceful life.

Kalguksu made with pheasant meat and buckwheat
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Let's make together

The Top 3 Special Winter Recipes from Kim Ji-sun, a master of traditional Jeju dishes

Soybean Soup
(Kongguk)
Ingredients

2 cups of raw soybean flour, 150g cabbage (radish)
Seasoning

6 cups of water, 1 tablespoon of salt
Directions

① Mix raw soybean flour and two cups of water and let it sit.

② Pour the remaining water. When the water gets lukewarm,
slowly pour the soybean flour into it.
③ Once the soup begins to boil,

pull off cabbage leaves with your hand or put sliced raddish,
and let it boil for a long time until it simmers.

④ Season the soup with salt, and turn off the heat.

Soybean Cooking Instructions
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Chajo-gamjeobap

(rice mix with glutinous millet)
Ingredients

1.5 cups of black glutinous millet, 1 small sweet potato, water
Directions

① Clean and prep the millet.

② Cut the sweet potato into bite-size pieces.
③ Put the sweet potato in a pot

and add water until the sweet potato is submerged in water.

When the water begins to boil, add the millet and cook rice.

Pumpkin Tangshi
Ingredients

100g pumpkin, 2 scallions
Seasoning

2 teaspoons of gukganjang (soy sauce for soup), 1/3 teaspoon of salt,
½ tablespoon of sesame oil, ½ tablespoon of sesame salt
Directions

① Peel the pumpkin and cut in into 0.7cm-thick pieces.

② Add salt to boiling water, steam the pumpkin, and take it out to dry.
③ Cut the scallion into small pieces.

④ Season the pumpkin with soy sauce and sesame salt.
Sprinkle sesame oil evenly over the dish.
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Language & Sounds of Jeju

The Language & Sounds of Jeju section for 2017 introduces classic Jeju folk and work songs

to examine the pleasant-sounding language of Jeju and the meanings of the words in the songs.

Haenyeo’s Rowing Sounds
(haenyeo no jeotneun sori)
글. 김순자((사)제주어연구소 이사)

이여 이여 이여도사나
이여 이여 이여도사나
이여 이여 이여도사나
(이여 이여 이여도사나

이여도사나

이여 이여 이여도사나
이여도사나 아아

이여 이여 이여도사나

이여도사나 아아

이여도 사나

이여도사나 아아
이여도사나 아아

이여도사나 어히 어히

이여도사나 아아
이여도사나 아아

요 넬 젓엉 어데나 갈꼬
진도 바당 골로나 가세 이히

이여도사나 어히 어히

이물에는 이 사공아
고불에는 고 사공아 이히 이히

요 놀 저어서 어디나 갈까
진도 바다 골로나 가세 이히

허릿대 밋듸 화장아야
물때 점점 늦어나진다 이히 이히
쳐라 쳐 지어라 벵여라 콩콩 지어라
From the song “Haenyeo’s Rowing Sounds”

이물에는 이 사공아
고물에는 고 사공아 이히 이히
고물대 밑의 화장아야
물때 점점 늦어나진다 이히 이히
쳐라 쳐 지어라 벵여라 콩콩 지어라)

 “Haenyeo’s Rowing Sounds” is also known as “Rowing Sounds (no jeotneun so ri)” “Women’s Rowing Sounds (nyeo no jeotneun so ri),” “Your Rowing
Sounds (ne jeotneun so ri),” and “Haenyeo Song (haenyeo norae).”

“Haenyeo’s Rowing Sounds (haenyeo no jeotneun sori)” is listed as intangible cultural heritage of Jeju Special Self-governing Province No. 1

Song by Hyeon Haeng-bok

Accompaniment by Jeju Philharmonic Orchestra

Source Jeju Studies Center Archive. Click information by type from the

Date of composition: 2003

Length 4:09

by accessing “Folk Song #616 “Haenyeo’s Rowing Sounds (haenyeo no

Owned by Jeju Sound Research Institute
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(conductor: Lee Dong-ho)

Jeju Studies Archive Book (www. jst. re. kr) or you can also listen to it
jeotneun sori)” from “Oral (Audio)” sources.

“Haenyeo’s Rowing Sounds (haenyeo no jeotneun sori)” is

The song “Haenyeo’s Rowing Sounds” introduced here does

when they set out on their trips to the waters near an island

singer with orchestral accompaniment, stirring up different

a song that used to be sung by female divers rowing boats
or land. Before the advent of the motor boat, whenever

female divers set out to sea around an island or land, they
had to stand on both sides of the boat and row it. When the

divers sing the verse “Yiyeo yiyeo cheora baengyeora” their
singing is solemn and reflects their resentment.

not play with the divers’ voices, but is sung by a professional

feelings. When the song is sung, the verse written above is
repeated twice at the beginning and end of the song with

excitement and enthusiasm. When it is sung as a tenor, you
can feel the gravitas of the song.

However, the divers toughed out the strong winds and waves

The lyrics “Yiyeo yiyeo yieodosana” and “Cheora cheo jieora

Together with fellow divers, who were in similar situations,

rowing boats vigorously and evoke excitement and delight.

while doing their jobs to make a living for their families.

the divers rowed boats with all their strength, singing this
song. The song must have allowed them to express their
sorrow and resentment, giving them motivation to live on.

bengyeora kongkong jieora” depict the divers’ labor in
The verse “Yo nol jeoeoseo eodina galkka / Jindo badang

golrona gase” shows that this song portrays the divers sailing
through the Jindo ocean to the waters near the mainland.

“Haenyeo’s Rowing Sounds (haenyeo no jeotneun sori)”

The part “Yimuleseoneun yi sagongyi, Gobuleseoneun go

expressing the state in which they were in the lyrics, ends

means the stem of the boat and “Gobul” is the Jeju word for

begins with the verse “Yi yeo yi yeo yiyeodosana” and, after

with the verse “Yiyeodosana.” The lyrics can be changed

by when, where, and by whom the song is sung. Therefore,
the song is also called “Haenyeo no jeotneun sori,” “Yiyeo
dosana,” “Yiyeo ssana,” “ne jeotneun sori,” and “nyeo ne
jeotneun sori.”

These variations of the song were all sung by female drivers

who rowed boats on their way out to sea. The divers harvest

seafood around islands nearby or brave rough seas to go
farther. The divers swim long distances and dive in to harvest
shells, abalone, seaweed, and red algae. They have cleverly
expressed a hard day’s labor and their hardships by singing

sagongyi” is about the divers toiling in boat rowing. “Yimul”
“Gomul,” meaning the stern of the boat.

The verse “Heoriddae mitdi hwajangaya” is sung by the
diver to encourage the hwajang, who assist in the mast and

storage quarters, to hurry lest they should miss the high tide,

while the diver rows vigorously and sings “jioera bengyeora
kongkong jieora.” The word “jieora” means rowing, and
“bengyeora” is a filler word used to rhyme with “jeoeora.” By
singining “Haenyeo’s Rowing Sounds” with the refrain “Yiyeo

yiyeo yiyeodosana,” we can imagine the hard labor of our
female divers who row boats in rough seas to make a living
and reflect on the meaning of the song.

songs.
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Records of Landscapes

Singugan

Singugan (新舊間) is a local tradition unique to the Jeju region. In Jeju, there is a tradition that, for a period of
10 days before or after the onset of spring, people move to new places. The legend has it that, during this so-

called gods’ shift rotation period, when newly appointed gods have not reached earth yet their precedessors
return to heaven, humans do not believe in the existence of any god. This is a seasonal custom unique to Jeju

that has been passed down, where people think they are free from any damage or loss while moving to new
places, repairing homes or toilets because no gods are watching them.
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Seo Jae-cheol

He served as senior photo editor for the Jeju Sinmun and vice editor-

in-chief of the Jemin Ilbo. While working as an artist, he is also running
“Nature Loving Art Gallery.”
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A Stroll along Culture Street

Legends of Jeju
A journey
in nature and art

Special exhibition
“Kim Su-nam Captures the
Seas of Asia”

Take a look at the gut and folklore of
Asia at Wondosim Inn Gallery

splashed on the camera and feel sweat and the
sounds of heartbeat and breathing as if you were

Okinawa, Japan, the bali Odalan fest in Indonesia,
and Perehara festival in Sri Lanka.

which draw on the province’s local

Special exhibition
“In Search of the Origin of
the Seojung-cheon”

characteristics.

Visitors can get a glance at the exhibits
relating to the rivers, Seolmundae

myths, nature, and lifestyles of Jeju.

proximity to the objects that you can see his sweat

Yeongdeung gut in Jeju, the sea god festival in

of ecology and culture in Jeju,

performances unique to Jeju, the

recalled, “He took these photos at such a close

festivals in seaside towns in Asia, including the

special exhibitions with the themes

elite patrols), gut (shaman ritual)

areas and islands. A folklorist who saw his photos

This exhibition features the scenes of various

of the Rooster, there are a variety of

mythology), the Sambyeolcho (three

the cultures and lives of several tribes in remote

there.”

As we near the end of 2017, the Year

Halmang (creator goddess in Jeju

1980s, Kim traveled to other parts of Asia to capture

 Dates: Dec. 8 2017 through Mar. 31, 2018
 Venue: Sanjicheon Gallery, Jeju-si

Visit the Seojung-cheon, the center of the
Jeju ecosystem and the famous resting place.

 Contact us: 064-725-1208

“Kim Su-nam Captures the Seas of Asia” is a

special exhibition held to celebrate the opening of
Sanjicheon Gallery, which was built by Jeju Culture
and Art Foundation after the renovation of inns
called Noksujang and Geumseongjang located in
Sanjicheon, Wondosim, Jeju.

 Dates: Dec. 8, 2017 through Mar. 31, 2018

in Hallim, Jeju-si, and worked as a documentary

 Contact us: 064-710-7704

The late artist Kim Su-nam (1949-2006) was born
photographer who took photos of gut and folklore
traditions in South Korea and in remote areas

Located in Namwon-eup, Seogwipo, the Seojung-

while shooting in Chiang Rai, Thailand. The last

and is a place where tourists can get a glimpse

in other parts of Asia. He passed away in 2006
photographer took up photography in the 1970s
when industrialization swept across the country,

putting Korea’s traditional culture at risk of

disappearing, because he felt “sadness and sorrow

for all things disappearing.” He did not give in to
the changing social landscape represented by the

Saemaul Movement (new community movement)
and a campaign aimed at getting rid of superstitions,

but continued to travel across the country for
about 30 years in search of gut performances and

sympathized with shamanic practitioners. In the late
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 Venue: Jeju Folklore & Natural History Museum

cheon has great ecological and landscape value
into the Jeju people’s history. This river stems

from Heukbulgeunoreum (1,391m), located in
the northeastern part of Halla-san Mountain, and

extends southeast. It runs beneath Cross Road #1,
passes Namwon-eup along the slopes north of

Geoinoreum and Meocheoreum, and finally reaches
the coast.

The entire river area is rich in a variety of ecological
resources such as mandarin ducks, East Asian
fairy orchids, and Castanopsis sieboldii, as well as
cultural resources like the historical site of bawi-

geuneul (rock shadow), jehani-gobjigwe, temple

you go to Jeju Stone Culture Park, which was created

and forest trails. The exhibition “In Search of the

will find artistic reinterpretations of the symbols and

sites, shrine sites, jatseong (horse pasture walls),

Origin of the Seojung-cheon,” organized by the Jeju

Folklore & Natural History Museum based on its
2016 research report, offers a glance at such a wide
range of ecological and cultural resources.

Jeju Stone Culture Park
“Emptying and Filling –
Becoming Jeju”
special exhibition
Jeju Island created with Jeju stones, earth,
and cloth
Creator Goddess Seolmundae Halmang

based on the myths of Seolmundae Halmang, you
significance of Seolmundae Halmang. The exhibition

“Emptying and Filling – Becoming Jeju” begins by
asking what constitutes the aesthetics of Jeju and what
real Jeju is.

Sambyeolcho (Three Elite
Patrols) and East Asia
Special exhibition
Records of the historical facts and battles of
the Sambyeolcho

Japanese army in 1281, and the Copy of the Daewon
Family Register from the late Joseon period.

Art Journey to Bali X
Jeju Full of Emotions through
the Five Senses
Special exhibition
Islands of Myths and
Volcanoes

The arts and nature of Bali and Jeju
felt through the senses of 14 artists

 Dates: Feb. 10 through 25, 2018

 Venue: Artistic space “Yia” gallery
 Contact us: 064-800-9152

The exhibition entitled “Art Journey to Bali X Jeju Full
of Emotions through the Five Senses” displays the

reports of the artists who travelled in Bali, Indonesia,
 Dates: Dec. 5, 2017 through Feb. 28, 2018
 Dates: Dec. 9, 2017 through Jan. 28, 2018
 Venue: General Obasek Gallery,
Jeju Stone Culture Park

 Contact us: 064-710-7750

According to Jeju mythology, Seolmundae Halmang

was the creator goddess of Jeju, who created 368
volcanic hills or mountains (oreum) at the foot of Halla-

san Mountain. On Seongsanilchulbong, there is the
lamp stone (deunggyeongdol) the goddess used when

weaving. In Songdang-ri, Gujwa-eup, there is a sotdeok
(cauldron-shaped hill) where the goddess cooked rice.
Supposedly, the two holes on Seobseom, in Seogwipo,

had been made when the goddess stretched her

foot in the wrong direction. What significance does

Seolmundae Halmang have for Jeju people? When

 Venue: Jeju National Museum
 Contact us: 064-720-8104

The special exhibition “Sambyeolcho (Three Elite
Patrols) and East Asia” held at Jeju National Museum
follows the journeys of Sambyeolcho about 750 years

ago full of bloody battles. The exhibit displays the

artifacts excavated at the Ganghwa-jungseong fortress,
Jindo Yongjang-seong castle, Jeju Hyangpaduri-seong

castle, and in the depths of the sea of Takashima,
Japan. This is the first exhibition ever to show the

artifacts of Sambyeolcho in one place. It is a collection
of about 570 artifacts and materials gathered from 20

institutions in Korea and 7 institutions in Japan. Among
those shown for the first time are: “Monggoseuprae

Hoesa (蒙古襲來繪詞), a painting that depicts the
battle between the Goryeo-Yuan allied forces and the

and Jeju, both of which are the islands of myths and
volcanoes. The exhibition was organized as a project
of the collaborative network of Jeju Culture and Art
Foundation, Hana Tour, and Arts Council Korea.

Before preparing for the exhibition, the artists set out
on an expedition to Bali and Jeju on November 18,
2017 (Nov. 11 through 16 in Bali; November 16 through
18 in Jeju). In Bali, the artists visited Hindu cultural sites
such as Goa Gajah, Pura Luhur Uluwatu, which means
heavenly cliff, Ubud, a town for artists, and KAYU

Gallery and TONYRAKA Art Gallery, privately-owned

galleries. In Jeju, the artists visited the landmark shrines
in the northeastern part of Jeju like Dangbonhyngdang,

in Gujwa-eup, known as the home of 18,000 gods,
Yongnuni Oreum (Dragon Eye Mountain), Alddreu
Airfield, a microcosm of modern Jeju, and the
Memorial House of Chusa. These 14 participating

artists are presenting their artworks inspired by their
trips to Bali and Jeju.
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Festivals in Jeju

Festivals
held in Jeju
to celebrate
the beginning of
spring

2018 Jeju Winter Festival
Snow World, Snow City

 Dates: Dec. 16, 2017 through Jan. 21, 2018

 Venues: Oerimok in Halla-san, business district of Chilseong-ro in Jeju, Jungmun Duty Free Shop of Jeju Tourism
Corporation, Lee Jung Seob Culture Street in Seogwipo
 Hosted by: Jeju Special Self-governing Province, Jeju Tourism Corporation
 문 의: Contact us

Gut (shaman) performances in Tamna
to celebrate the onset of spring in 2018, the Year of the Dog
The calling of gods
for our beautiful unity.

 Dates: Feb. 2 through 4, 2017 (3 days)

 Venues: Jeju Mokgwana (former government office),
Jeju City Hall, Wondosim (old town)
 Hosted by: Jeju city, Jeju Special Self-governing Province
 Organized by: Jeju Popular Arts Association
 Contact us: 758-0332
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2018 Jeju Wildfire Festival

Wildfire rises into the sky with our wishes
 Dates: Mar. 1 through 4, 2018

 Venue: Saebyeoloreum, Bongseong-ri, Aewol-eup, Jeju (Pyeonghwa-ro)
 Hosted by: Jeju city, Jeju Special Self-governing Province

 Organized by: Jeju City Tourism and Festival Promotion Committee
 Contact us: 728-2751

The 27th Jeju Cherry Blossom Festival
 Dates: Late March to early April, 2018
 Venue: Jeonnong-ro in Jeju, etc.

 Hosted by: Jeju city, Jeju Special Self-governing Province

 Organized by: Tourism Promotion Dept. of Jeju city
 Contact us: 728-2753
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Statistics on the current state of
childcare in the Jeju
Special Administrative Province
Words by Lee Yeon-hwa (researcher at the Jeju Women & Family Research Institute)

Childcare is a fundamental right of every infant and toddler and plays as a key

factor vital to children’s healthy development, to parents’ participation in social and
economic activities, and ultimately to resolving problems with declining fertility.

Infants and toddlers refer to children aged between 0 and 5. Since 2004, Korea’s
central government and local self-governing bodies replaced a childcare policy

that held parents responsible with a policy that holds the government responsible

for childcare. In 2013, Korea’s childcare policy began to shift towards universal free
care for infants and toddlers of all ages, regardless of parental income.
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Free child care
for infants and
toddlers

The current craze for migration to the Jeju area has led to a steady increase in

the population moving in from 25,221 in 2012 to 28,244 in 2013, 32,835 in 2014,
and 38,544 in 2015. In particular, a distribution of the 2015 migrant population by

household shows that the majority are those in their 30s and 40s, indicating an
increase in the infant and toddler population.

The infant and toddler population in Jeju has steadily grown from 35,380 in 2013 to
37,120 in 2016.

Infant and toddler population

37,120
35,380

Person(Year 2016)

Person(Year 2013)

Infant and toddler
population

6,694Person

6,479Person

6,087Person

Age5
6,047Person

6,452Person

6,253Person

6,913Person

Age4
6,015Person

6,643Person

6,203Person

6,131Person

Age3
5,997Person

6,403Person

5,865Person

Age2
6,082Person

5,915Person

5,852Person

6,191Person

5,635Person

Age1
5,385Person

5,509Person

5,427Person

5,226Person

Age0

6,913Person

Source: Ministry of the Interior, Population by age group, By year (end-of-year from 2013 to 2016)

Year 2013
Year 2014
Year 2015
Year 2016
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Emphasis on childcare as a public good for which
the community shares responsibility.
Together with parents, the country and local governments are jointly responsible

for providing care to infants and toddlers. To ensure high-quality care and
communal responsibility for care, we need to expand publicly-funded childcare

facilities. As of July 2017, the number of childcare centers in Jeju was 527, but
the majority were privately-operated centers at 236 (44.6%). In Jeju, there are 29

publicly-funded childcare facilities (5.5%), far below the national average of 7.0%
(as of December 2016). Therefore, a policy should be enforced to ensure childcare
is provided as a public good.

Publicly-funded childcare centers in Jeju
(as of December 2016, nationwide)

5.5

‹ 7.0

%(Jeju)

%(Nationwide)

Statistics by type
of childcare center

235locations
(44.6%)

Source: Integrated childcare information system,
statistics on childcare centers in the Jeju Special Self-governing Province
As of July 2017

134locations
(25.4%)
75locations
(14.2%)
39locations
(7.4%)

29locations
(5.5%)

Publicly-funded
centers
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Social welfare
corporations

Corporations,
organizations, etc.

15locations
(2.9%)

Privatelyoperated centers

Homes

Workplaces

Number of childcare centers in Jeju

527

Urgent need to expand a variety of childcare
services to support parents’ participation in social
and economic activities
In Jeju, women’s labor force participation (60.4% in 2012, 63.4% in 2016) is higher than
its nationwide counterpart (49.9% in 2012, 52.1% in 2016), and has grown each year. In
Jeju, the rate of dual-earning families (56.6% in 2012, 60.3% in 2016) is higher than its

nationwide counterpart (43.5% in 2012, 44.9% in 2016). Therefore, a variety of childcare
services (special care) are necessary to support working parents. As of July 2017, of

Number of special childcare centers
in the province

455
471
414

locations(2017)

all the childcare centers in Jeju (527 locations in total), 455 are providing a variety of

childcare services. The number of special childcare centers in the province increased
from 414 in 2013 to 471 in 2015 before it fell back to 455 in 2017.

Declined

locations(2015)

locations(2013)

Increased

Statistics on special
childcare (2013 to 2017)

Drop-in care: Including childcare support center (started in Sept. 2016 in Jeju Special Self-governing Province; Jun. 2017 in Seogwipo)
Source: Integrated childcare information system, statistics on special childcare centers in Jeju Special Self-governing Province,
end-of-year from 2013 to 2016, as of July 2017

Year 2013
Year 2014
Year 2015
Year 2016
Year 2017

Care for
infants only

Care for children Integrated care for
with special needs children with
special needs

After-hours
care only

Integrated afterhours care

Extended
hours

Holidays

24/7

Drop-in care
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Effort to improve the quality of childcare services: “Childcare
Accreditation System”
Parents taking care of their infants or toddlers may be dissatisfied with the

The Jeju Special Self-governing Province also enforces the Childcare

The central and local governments should make every effort to resolve these

their certificates public was 468 as of July 2017, 88.8% of all care centers

quality of childcare services, including child protection, safety, and meals.

Accreditation System. The number of provincial childcare centers that made

issues. Among them is the Childcare Accreditation System developed by

(527 locations) in the province. By administrative city, the statistics found

the Ministry of Health and Welfare. The Childcare Accreditation System is a

that the accredited centers in the city of Jeju were 360 locations, 88.5% of all

program aimed at providing infants and toddlers with safe and quality care

care centers (407) in the city. Meanwhile, 108 care centers were accredited in

services. The program allows the government to grant certificates to centers

Seogwipo, 85.0% of all care centers (127) in the city.

that have received certain scores or higher based on objective indicators.

Currently, the ratio of accredited childcare centers in the Jeju region is higher
than its nationwide counterpart (79.11%) as of December 2016, but it is still

necessary to increase financial incentives to encourage more centers to
participate in the accreditation process.

Statistics on accredited childcare
centers (2013 to 2017)
171

Source: Integrated childcare information system, statistics on accredited childcare
centers in Jeju Special Self-governing Province, as of July 2017

Of 527 centers in the province

88.8

% (468 locations)

102

88.5

%(360 locations)

42
28
Jeju city

Seogwipo city

80

15

12

Publicly-funded
centers

Of 407 centers in the city of Jeju

Social welfare
corporations

21

Of 127 centers in the city of Seogwipo

36
16

Corporations,
organizations, etc.

15
Privatelyoperated centers

Homes

9

1

Workplaces

85.0

%(108 locations)

Realizing hope for community childcare

The current government focuses on emphasizing childcare as a public good and
strengthening teacher capabilities. To that end, it has proposed the following 2018

childcare tasks: paying childcare benefits, improving the treatment of preschool

and childcare center teachers, and expanding publicly-funded childcare centers.

The Jeju Special Self-governing Province takes into consideration the objectives
of the current government’s childcare policy and the characteristics unique to

the Jeju region in order to improve the quality of community childcare. It also
aims to become a new Jeju Special Self-governing Province where parents hope

for a better future. To that end, the province is improving the quality of childcare

services and offering a variety of care services so that parents have enough
security to raise children.

Emphasizing childcare
as a public good
Strengthening teacher
capabilities
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Jeju is now

What are the

Jeju

Events?

It refers to a series of armed uprisings and counterinsurgency that

occurred between March 1, 1947 and September 21, 1954, on Jeju
island, in which civilians were killed.

주년

The 70th anniversary of the 4.3 Events

The Year of the
Visit to Jeju

The 4.3 (April 3rd) Events of Jeju is a painful part of
Korea’s history that must never be forgotten.

The victims of the 4.3 Events fell to the cold ground helplessly
like red camellias.

Those survivors who vividly remember the excruciating pain
and suffering they experienced on this day are now,
in fact, in the last stages of their lives.

The Jeju Special Self-governing Province designated 2018

as the “Year of the Visit to Jeju” since it marks the 70th anniversary
of the 4.3 Events. The designation also indicates the beginning of
the province’s efforts to convey the message of true peace both
nationwide and globally in memory of the 4.3 Events.
Our project is aimed at building social unity through

remembrance and commemoration and promoting these events to
uphold peace and human rights through reconciliation
and cooperation.
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The 3.1 (March 1st) event and General Strike

On March 1, 1947, while people gathered at
Jejubuk Elementary School to commemorate the
March 1st Movement, a mounted police officer
conducting a patrol hit a child and ran away
leaving the child injured. The citizens started
protesting and gave chase, but a security police
officer from Jeju Police Station opened fire, killing six civilians and leaving
six injured. The police announced it was self-defense and followed it up
with a tough response such as arresting anyone involved in the March 1st
commemoration event, triggering the series of the 4.3 events. The provincial
residents protested and 166 institutions organized the March 10th general
strike to resist police oppression.

4.3 armed uprisings

On April 3, 1948, in the small hours of the morning,
about 300 armed guerrillas started an armed
uprising, raided 12 police stations, and attacked
right-wing groups, resulting in civilian and police
casualties and injuries and the destruction of the
police stations. The guerrillas demanded that the
police and the Northwest Young Men’s Association discontinue their brutalities
and orchestrated protests against the May 10 South Korean election under the
slogan of anti-election, anti-partition, and a unified government. Consequently,
in two of the three electoral districts in Jeju, the election results were deemed
void because they failed to represent the majority of votes.

Civilian massacres

On October 17, 1948, the commander of the
9th Regiment announced a declaration and on
November 17, martial law was declared on Jeju
island. From then on, all-out efforts were made by
the counterinsurgent forces for five months until
March 1949. The counterinsurgency caused over
95% of Jungsangan Village to be burned down, resulting in property losses
and the illegal executions of many civilians.

Terminating lockdown of Halla-san Mountain
On September 21, 1954, the Jeju provincial police
agency reopened Halla-san Mountain to the
public and terminate the restriction on civilian
access. On April 2, 1957, the last remaining guerilla
was captured alive, the gunshots ceased in Hallasan and the mountain was again freely accessible.

Walking the

Trails Together

The Jeju 4.3 Trails are paths that connect our past to present, where the
people who experienced the 4.3 events still remember the fears and

the traces of struggles for survival remain. The trails were created to

Bukchon Village, in Jocheon, Jeju

promote the efforts of the Jeju people to resolve the 4.3 issues through
reconciliation and cooperation by helping people properly recognize

On January 17, 1949, when two police officers fired at
police officers on August 13, 1947, and two others were
wounded in the army, Bukchon is one of the largest victims
villages in Bukchon until the massacre of more than 300
Bukchon residents around Bukchon Elementary School
when they were killed by raids.

the value of human rights and peace, and of the history of beautiful
Jeju and the 4.3 events.

Geumak Village, in Hallim, Jeju

It used to be a rich village thriving on field and
livestock farming. Following the 4.3 events,
however, about 300 houses were destroyed
and 152 villagers were either murdered or went
missing. Utdongne, Junggareum, Osorogi,
Byeoldeureu, Byeoljinbat, Saegareum, and
Donggareum became lost villages and were never
restored.

Utdongne

4.3 Peace Memorial Pheasant
Memorial Hall 4/3

Geumoreum
Geumak Village Welfare Center

Donggwang Village Welfare Center

Donggwang Village, in Andeok, Jeju

Dongkwang was stigmatized by the US military because of
the 'anti-discharge incident'. At the time of the 4 · 3, many
residents were taken and shot down over the Chungbang
Falls, and more than 160 people were killed by 4 · 3

Mt. Hanlla
Uigui Welfare Center

Gashi village welfare hall

Jeju Seokun-gash village

In April 1948, the village was large enough to have about
360 houses, but the village was devastated by the struggle
for demolition and release. Those who escaped to the
mountains in the middle of the mountain and were
picked up or picked up by the families of fugitives were
shot by the soldiers in the "One Piece" and the "Willow
Nail”.
Hanssibangmyo

New pick

Daegu village in Namwon, Jeju
De-ark

Latent slaughter

At the time of 4 · 3, the operation of riverside tobeolda,
which started earlier than other regions, forced the city
to escape to a nearby place, forest, Many people were
sacrificed or sent to the land prison by the military tobeball. Many of them remain unexplained four or three times
so far.
Hyeonui prefecture

YoungGoe
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National Commemoration of the

Events

2018 marks the 70th anniversary of the 4·3 events. The province thus

cal site of Jeju 4·3. The painful history like 4·3 does not know when and

niversary of the 4·3 events.” The designation was aimed at letting the en-

To this end, all who work for resolving 4·3 are joining forces. Jeju Spe-

designated 2018 as the “Year of the Visit to Jeju in honor of the 70th an-

tire nation and world community know Jeju’s commitment to resolving
the remaining issues of the 4·3 events.

4·3 Victims Day is designated as national anniversary in 2014. 4·3 To

remember the victims of the whole people and to remember the pain

where it will happen unless everyone is ‘memorized’ and ‘bounded’.

cial Self-Governing Province, Provincial Office of Education, 4th and

3th Peace Foundation, 4th and 3rd victims bereaved families in Jeju, 4th
and 3rd research institutes, And the 70th anniversary of the National
People’s Committee.

of history. This was the institutional completion of the ‘nationalization

The 4·3 events have been a challenging problem that has long plagued

Identifying the Facts of the Jeju 4·3 Case and Restoring the Honor of the

Year of the Visit to Jeju in honor of the 70th anniversary of the 4·3

of 4·3’, which began in 2000 with the enactment of the Special Act on

Victims. Nevertheless, recent surveys by the Jeju Special Self-Governing

Province (4·3 special committee) and the 4·3 victims’ bereaved are still
lacking in 4·3 awareness. It is the reason for appointing the ‘4·3 70th anniversary year 2018 visit to Jeju’.

‘4·3 70th Anniversary’ The year 2018 visit to Jeju is to remember the 4·3
70th anniversary. And if we remember 4·3, we will look for the histori-
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the entire society of Jeju and must thus be resolved. In preparing the

events, we have confirmed the outcomes of our efforts to resolve the
4·3 issues and reaffirmed our determination to make a better future.

We hope that those who experienced the 4·3 events and the bereaved

families of the victims will no longer suffer, that future generations will
learn about the 4·3 events, and that the 70th anniversary event will be a
stepping stone for the complete resolution of the 4·3 events.

Recipients of the 2017 Jeju Special
Self-governing Province Culture Awards

Six recipients in five categories who are
Kim Gyeong-ho, Moon Jong-hae, Koh Shin-gwan, Hyeon Hae-nam, Yang Won-chan, and Lee Dae-ho.

The people who contributed to the development of culture and arts in Jeju and the growth of local communities received the 2017 Jeju
Special Self-governing Province Culture Awards.
On December 20, Jeju Special Self-governing Province held an awards ceremony at the auditorium of Solmoon Women’s University
Girls Culture Center, and awarded the prizes to the six recipients in five categories including journalism and publishing, sports, first
industry, and residents living abroad.
Created in 1962, the Jeju Special Self-governing Province Culture Awards are given to individuals or groups who have made significant
contributions to the promotion of culture and arts and social development in the Jeju region. Up until last year, a total of 240 received
the awards (235 individuals, 5 groups).
Jeju Special Self-governing Province formed a panel of 30 judges who specialize in respective areas to make final decisions among the
candidates nominated by experts from all aspects of society.
The recipients in their respective categories are:

△ Journalism and publishing = Kim Gyeong-ho: former editor-in-chief of the Jeju Press / △ Sports = Moon Jong-hae, former advisor
to Jeju Special Self-governing Province Sports Association, Koh Shin-gwan, former advisor to Jeju Special Self-governing Province
Weightlifting Association / △ First Industry = Hyeon Hae-nam, professor of Jeju National University / △ Residents living abroad =
Yang Won-chan, former chairperson of the Federation of Jeju Special Self-governing Province Residents Living Abroad / △ Residents
living abroad = Lee Dae-ho, former advisor to the Association of Jeju Residents in Kanto, Japan
Kim Gyeong-ho, former editor-in-chief of the Jeju Press, is a living legend in the Korean journalism industry who worked as a Jejubased journalist for about 50 years. Kim received this award in recognition of his contributions to the growth of the local press and
community by ceaselessly proposing solutions to pressing local issues. He previously worked as an employee at Namyang Cultural
Broadcasting Corp., reporter for the Daehan Ilbo, desk editor at the monthly “Development of Jeju,” editor-in-chief of the Jenam Daily,
and editor-in-chief, board member, and editorial editor of the Jeju Ilbo.

Moon Jong-hae, former advisor to the province’s sports association, contributed to the growth of the Jeju sports industry by serving
as a director and managing director of the Jeju Provincial Basketball Association, director and secretary general of the Jeju Provincial
Sports Association, and advisor to the Jeju Special Self-governing Province Sports Association.

Koh Shin-gwan, former advisor to the province’s Weightlifting Association, made a considerable contribution to the growth of the
Jeju sports industry by serving as senior vice president of the Jeju Weightlifting Association and chairperson of the Jeju Special Selfgoverning Province Weightlifting Association.
Hyeon Hae-nam, professor of Jeju National University, was recognized for his contributions to local agricultural growth by serving as
dean of Jeju Agriculture Meister College, member of the Advisory Committee for the Inorganic Fertilizer Development Council, and
chairperson of the Jeju Strategy Forum on Response to the FTA Open Door Policy.

Yang Won-chan, former chairperson of the Federation of Provincial Residents Living Abroad, received the award in recognition of
his contributions to local growth in Jeju by serving as chairperson of the Seoul-Jeju Special Self-governing Province Council, secretary
general of the National Committee on Designation of Jeju as the World New Seven Wonders, co-representative of the Kim Man-deok
Commemorative Project, and co-chairperson of the Jeju Special Self-governing Province Job Creation Committee.
Lee Dae-ho, former advisor to the Association of Jeju Residents in Kanto, Japan, contributed to elevating the status of Koreans and
particularly Jeju residents living in Japan by helping hold the Tamna Cultural Festival in Japan and open the Center for Jeju Residents
in Japan while serving as chairperson of the Association of Jeju Residents in Kanto, Japan.
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People living in Jeju

This is how people live in Jeju

“I spent an entire year compiling survey data on the Jeju 4.3 events”

“I put it on a bicycle and I got a train bike business” .

been doing the same for 27 years. Although the special law of Jeju 4 · 3

put my bike on the bike course. Then he developed a "train bike", which he

I graduated from college and entered the Jeju 4/3 research institute. I have
was enacted, there are still many people who do not know about 4 · 3. I

am mainly doing 4/3 testimonials, surveying historical sites, teaching and

lecturing, and traveling. Jeju 4 · 3 lifecycle services and Northwestern Youth
Association were completed and Jeju International Airport 4 · 3 remains

excavation services are being organized. It was a very young man who

became frustrated with the frustration of the 4/3 in the 1990s. I still live at

I am a sculptor and a cyclist. I traveled to Jeju on a bicycle for a few years. I

built as a train, and won a patent. In April of this year, we opened 'Hongbike',
which produces and rents bicycles. I have my first business this year and am
glad to be able to direct my business. I hope to expand the bike business in
orbit next year. There are a lot of artists living in Changshu-dong. It's better to
hang out together

work, but I still have a sense of mission to tell the truth of 4/3. The next year is
the 4 · 3 70th anniversary, and more people want to know the truth.

Kim Eun-hee (50) Aura 2-dong, Jeju-si, 4 · 3 Research Center, Jeju
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Hong Bong-seok (54) Jeong-eup, Gajeon-eup

“More young people should be interested in the community.”

I came to the Jeju People's Council as a full-time citizen activist in February.
Before I joined the company, I worked on social economy. I did not want to
live in a consuming and non-enthusiastic way for about two years. Then I

boldly fell in Seoul life and returned home. I like working with a progressive

women's group and having more time to talk to my mom. I am happy to
do what I want to do rather than economic abundance. Youth members are
rare in civic groups. 2030 I designed and practiced Jeju Women's Feminism

Academy and Camp. I thought it was urgent to expand membership in the

20s and 30s. The reaction was pretty good. It was better to meet my peers.

Jeju Youth Cooperative Union Secretary General is also working together,
Busy, physically difficult, but very happy.

Yang Hee-ju (26) Yeon-dong, Jeju-si activist

“I will make this work as a child when I was a child”

“I live in Jeju mythology as a cultural planner”

'Creative-Breath' (Representative Park Jae-hee) composed of 10 former and

invited to 'Jeju Shinhwa'. In a weekly journalist who visits IT companies

I have been working on Jeju Island for a long time. Recently, I worked with
current art teachers belonging to Jeju middle school art education research

group, I feel different. For the time being, I am going to exhibit my personal
collection. I will spend the winter and prepare for next year. Call a sea girl

to reality. The sea lady is not the wrinkled wives she has ever met, but her
childhood. I try to symbolize the way I was staring at the sea before I learned
to fear and looking at those who were far away. I plan to share the results

In May 2012, Kim Young-gap met Park Young-il, the director, and was
such as online games, he pursued a Jeju-do based on his dream of
making a musical by studying Jeju's myth. I also saw the bitter taste of

Jeju Ssanggi through the monthly magazine publication and two local

information magazines. In 2014, I got the opportunity to become a
cultural planner through the Jeju Fringe Festival.

next year.

Kang Gil-soon (61) Seogwipo City Namwon-eup, Wind Island Gallery representative

Lee Jae-jung (53) Ildo 2-dong, Jeju-si, Culture Planning
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“Space of coexistence, learning the wisdom of life in the forest”

Healing Forest Since the design of the program, I have been worried about
local coexistence and coexistence. We needed a program that embraced all
those who lived, watched, followed, and saved. In recognition of the local
nature and cultural resources, this year's Beautiful Forest Award was awarded.

Benchmarking is on the rise these days. There is more to be briefed to other

local authorities than the commentator's commentary. It is a great reward for
them to say, "We have seen and heard, and the resources we have looked
different." Next year, I plan to share a program that utilizes the sea and
ascension.

Yang Eun-young (47) Noh Hyung-dong of Jeju City

“It is a vivid picture of Man Janggul that I found with my late teacher Jonghyup.”

“I am preparing a solo exhibition on 4 · 3, Jeju language and sea girl”

created a program to visit UNESCO-designated World Natural Heritage sites

in Jeollabuk-do in the stone house of Bukchon Dolharbang Park. Calligraphy

Not long ago, the Japanese TV program production team came. Jeju has

and humanity's intangible cultural heritage sites. After a long time I went to
the bay. It is 1946 but it is still as vivid as yesterday. Tourists now walk down
the road where the expedition team, which consists of about 30 students

along the way, There were only three of them. I am the only person who

can explain and go to the bay. More responsibility. I would like to set up an
entertainment hall between Man-gang cave and sandal. You will hear more
stories of Manjanggul and little expeditions.

Kim Doo-Jeon (84) Cheongwon Island
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Until December 23, we are carrying out "Calligraphy, Drawing" in calligraphy

is not a good use of writing, but a process of melting emotions. I have done

a lot of work related to this year. When I lived in Udo, there was not a lot of
opportunity to look at the sea and see their life. I spend a lot of time looking

for books and other materials for good work. In the next year, she is planning

to link Boat Jeju with 4/3 to the sea girl. When I think about points and lines,

smearing and silence, composition, and margin, it is often related to each
other and its meaning becomes larger when connected.

Kim Hyo-eun (43) Jeju city Ildo 2-dong, calligraphy writer

“The minimum price system for agricultural products has been enacted”

“I live in a coconut farm these days”

trip and I was against Jeju's environment. I decided to live for six months. At

because it is citrus. Even uncircumcised daughters and daughters around

I am a migrant farmer for 15 years in Jeju. I came to Jeju as a backpacking
first, I borrowed 2,000 pyeong of broccoli field to farm. I live in Yaegae-dong,
Seogwipo-si, and I am making citrus farming besides broccoli and duck

farming. It is not easy to borrow the field, but I borrow 18 citrus plantations
and build 7,000 pyong. This year 's citrus is the year - round, so the output

is not good. So the price of citrus is unstable. I hope that farmers will be
able to farm in a stable environment by guaranteeing the minimum price of
agricultural products that reflects the public value of agricultural products.

Kim Dae-ho (46) Seogwipo-si Yea-dong, Federation of National Peasants Federation

These days are longer on land than on the sea. It lives in citrus field
the sea are more interested in farming the field. The view of Jeju Island

is different but I do not know yet. It is said that the daughters are rough

and the expression is wild, but it is not so. I can not laugh after working
hard. When I told him I was going to do the first things, I dried up a lot

with my mother. It was changed by saying "It is my job" and "It is fine". I
will continue to try to be recognized by the sea and my uncles.

Chae Jae Ae (35) Seogwipo City Seongsan-eup
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Reader

“

I read it well

Reader quiz

I was pleased to see the article "Flowers and Birds in Jeju," which was featured in the

Autumn quiz answer

<Jeju Ecology> column. It was a happy time for me to feel the beauty of the flowers

conceived by Jeju, such as Halla Hare, Sagwispoo, Buchui, which can be guessed only

by its name as well as Jean Hanlan which I knew well. Then, it is beneficial to be able to
know the origin of the beauty that Jeju has over the beauty of Jeju, which is just visible
from the outside, together with Maeho <Jeju>. We must continue to love Jeju as much
as we know it with <Jeju>.

Choe Hyang Won Omok-ro, Uijeongbu-si, Gyeonggi-do

I was thrilled to be able to see pictures of Jeju's autumn. I also read interesting changes
in Jeju public transportation. The fact that it is Wi-Fi service in the bus is nice for many

tourists and citizens. I think that it is interesting and good idea that the color is different

Jeju Traffic Welfare Card
Autumn Quiz and Winner

Choe Hwan-nim, Kang Eun-kyung, Shin Seung-hee, Yun Hee-jeong, Choi Hoon-jung
Winter Queen Reader Quiz

In 1564, it was first practiced by Jongjong, and it was distributed to the

Sungkyunkwan and historians of Sungkyunkwan University and the history of
science,柑 科) is also called. ◯◯◯ Please answer the correct answer



according to the nature of the bus. Next time I visit Jeju, I would like to try a bus tour.
Kang Eun-Kyung Gangwon-do

The news of <Village close view, town and person> was agreeable and was interesting.

I was able to get a closer look at the story of the village and see the neat figure of my
neighbors. Which village can you hear about next? I look forward to it.
Shin Seung-hee Jeju-do Jeju-si

I read it well. It seems to have been able to feel the old deep and tranquil scenery of the
shipwreck with a picture of a gazebo which meets in the sunhat Gotjawal. People who
live in Jeju are also enjoying reading. Life story of various people, it is very good, and
the autumn photograph as a whole is beautiful.
Yun Hee-jung Jeju-do Seogwipo-si

When I moved to Jeju Island, I was driving because I was uncomfortable with public

transportation. I am now using public transportation again with this reorganization. I

read this special article and the public transportation system became a little easier to
understand. I feel like walking around the whole Jeju Island by public transportation

and trying to experience the feeling of walking, healing and healing. I hope that it will
be well established even if there are not enough points right now.
Choi, Hun-jung Jeju-do Seogwipo City Mudam Solo
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Waiting for participation
Thank you for your interest and affection for the newsletter <Jeju>.

In the meantime, please write the honest feeling you felt when you read <Jeju> on the
postcard with the correct answer of the quiz.

Interestingly, it's a good corner, a corner you'd like to improve, or an article suggestion
and tip.

We will select the best postcard from you and introduce it to the next <Jeju>.
Anyone who reads <Jeju>

Period From January 31, 2018

How to Participate Write your comments, name, and contact details on your postcard
Presentation 2018 <Jeju> Presented at the Spring Issue

Jeju Special Self-Governing Province
blog.naver.com/happyjejudo
Visit the blog to see all the food, sights,
entertainment, and festivals at a glance!

Welcome!

Jeju - World’s Natural Heritage
All the nature from Jeju – from its mountains and oceans recognized
by the world for its beauty beyond the Korean frontiers to a handful
of the soil from its green forests and wild ﬂowers - is the best present
ever given to the humankind.
If you walk around Jeju, climb mountains and hills and if you visit this
island, everyday life will seem lighter and a ﬁne smile will be naturally
formed on your face.
Jeju is a healing island.
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